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Mayor, P.C., defy Governor, vow to support federal
program for tracking/deporting illegal aliens
By James Carnell, Editor, Pax Centurion
n yet another display of his antipathy for law enforcement and his support for criminal, illegal aliens, Governor Deval Patrick declared that he would not support the
federal “Secure Communities” program for tracking and deporting criminals arrested
in Massachusetts who are found to be here ILLEGALLY.
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“Our sick state…”
A new Pax Centurion
continuing series

Transsexual
murderers, rapists to
get sex change at
taxpayer’s expense?
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
verytime you begin to think that it
can’t get worse in this sick state of
ours comes yet another tidbit that makes
you either laugh out loud or puke your
guts, depending
on how long
you’ve actually
been of a resident of this demented Commonwealth.
Now, I know,
as a matter of
practical reality,
Convicted murderer
that liberal moonMichelle Kosilek
wants the state to
bats are fully in
pay for her sexcontrol of the
change surgery.
government, the
state bureaucracy, and the judiciary.
That’s a given; those of us remaining in
Massachusetts who are normal heterosexuals, raise our kids, pay our taxes and
our mortgages and our tuitions and our
bills- are virtually without representation
and without hope. I get that; it’s why I
laugh when I see the accompanying article by Laurel Sweet (Boston Herald,
5/31/11) rather than cry or throw up; I’ve
come to expect nothing less.
But even the idiot liberals have to be
disgusted by this article. (Except for Arlington, of course, where the crazed
moonbats actually think pervert former
state rep James Marzilli, stalker and
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(continued on page A4)

An absolute disgrace!… Can you believe it?

Bruins want BPD honor guard to sell tickets
to have honor of being the honor guard
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
n a day and age when disgusting little perverts like Anthony Weiner are presented
as US congressman, nothing should surprise
me. But please read the attached letter from
P.O. Jay Connolly, coordinator for the
Boston Police Honor Guard. As all of you
know , the BPD Honor Guard presents itself on our behalf at numerous funerals,
wakes and public events as the proud representatives of hundreds of years of service
by Boston’s police officers. The honor guard
is not an official arm of the BPPA per se,
but does consist totally of BPD officers and
supervisors.
Recently, Jay approached me and related
a story about the Boston Bruins which I
found revolting and disgusting. In years
past, the BPD Honor Huard had routinely
appeared at several Bruins’ games during
the year, usually the opening game and various playoff games. After all, the Boston
Police are the host-city police department
and the largest municipal police department
in the state. We respond to all of the calls at
the TD Garden on Causeway Street, be they
for the Bruins, the Celtics or any of the numerous events, concerts, etc. held there during the year.
As Jay told me, he was somewhat surprised that what had been a routine appearance for the Honor Guard had been “overlooked” for the past year or two. Initially,
he thought it may have been an oversight;
after all, miscommunications do occur. But
after having seen a Bruins game where the
Barnstable Fire Department presented the
pre-game colors, Jay decided to make an
inquiry. A Mr. Charles Karoly of the Bruins marketing department eventually called

I

back, and told Jay they would be happy to
have the capital city of Massachusetts’ po-

FIRST, in order to have
the “honor” of being
the honor guard, the
honor guard would
have to …sell tickets to
the Bruins games,
totaling at least $2,000
(twenty, one-hundred
dollar tickets). Then, and
only then, would our
honor guard, consisting
of military veterans,
many of whom had
been in combat, be
allowed the honor of
presenting the colors at
a Bruins game.
lice department present the colors, except….
FIRST, in order to have the “honor” of

being the honor guard, the honor guard
would have to …sell tickets to the Bruins
games, totaling at least $2,000 (twenty, onehundred dollar tickets). Then, and only then,
would our honor guard, consisting of military veterans, many of whom had been in
combat, be allowed the honor of presenting the colors at a
Bruins game. SomeSee letter
what taken aback at
from BPD
such a request, Jay Honor Guard
was naturally per- Coordinator
plexed: such a de- Jay Connolly
mand had never on page A9.
been placed on our
honor guard before. Apprehensive, Jay
asked the BPD honor guard be placed on a
list should an opportunity arise to present
the colors during a future playoff game.
As luck would have it, such an opportunity did arise, and Mr. Karoly of the Bruins’ marketing department called Jay back
during the Tampa Bay Lighting playoff
round, on a Friday: would the BPD Honor
Guard be interested in presenting the colors at a playoff game (which was a mere
THREE days away)? Of course, Mr.
Karoly reminded Jay of the minimum requirement that $2,000 worth of tickets /100
(continued on page A7)
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EDITORIAL POLICY
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Thomas J. Nee

Student vs.
teacher

like most of you, was taught at a very early tion at this year’s Police Union Leadership
age the difference between right and Seminar, co-hosted by the American Police
wrong, truth and lies, fact versus fiction. Beat and the Labor and Worklife Program
This type of education and knowledge in at Harvard University, the same learning
most cases didn’t come from a reputable institution that our governor attended! Of
learning institution like Harvard University. particular interest to police labor represenIt typically came from people who came tatives from around the nation was the prebefore us, people like our parents who were sentation of Shelby Chodos, an expert on
educated in the School of Hard Knocks. state and local finances, who teaches at the
That being said, its mind numbing to me Harvard Kennedy School of Government
and others how our well educated elected where seemingly all our elected leaders take
officials and their associates who are tasked credit for attending. I guess the question that
with the responsibility
of safe guarding us as a
society, while shaping Over the past several years we
the way for our future have discussed, pondered, spoken
find comfort in publicly and written on these very pages
misrepresenting the
facts, distorting the truth about the overwhelming threats
and crippling our future and challenges to our members
as a working class
people. The confidence with regards to wages, health care
the BPPA membership and pensions. As the country
has entrusted in me and
slipped deeper and deeper into
the other leaders of this
great organization has recession, our nation’s military
put us in a place to see it activated abroad fighting the war
all play out first hand.
We’ve been at it twenty against terror and the shrinking
four-seven and like our value of the tax dollar, the stage
members, seen it all,
heard it all. Sometimes was set for the theater of anger
it seems so unbelievable against public employees,
and surreal, we can’t especially you our members.
believe it.
Over the past several
years we have discussed, pondered, spoken begs to be asked as this article plays itself
and written on these very pages about the out is are they? If they are, do they pay atoverwhelming threats and challenges to our tention? Chodos displayed an impressive
members with regards to wages, health care array of charts and graphs with carefully
and pensions. As the country slipped deeper compiled and analyzed data and told those
and deeper into recession, our nation’s mili- in attendance that it’s a total distortion of
tary activated abroad fighting the war the FACTS for anyone to claim that state
against terror and the shrinking value of the and local governments are facing severe
tax dollar, the stage was set for the theater budget problems due to the excessive wages
of anger against public employees, espe- and benefits paid to their own employees.
cially you our members. The recent attacks Chodos went on to point that there is defion collective bargaining, wages, health care nitely a problem that is caused by a decrease
and pensions and the well-financed efforts in tax revenues from corporations, non-profof corporate America, elected officials and its and the wealthiest amongst us. Chodos
the media who have been scapegoating the went on to say; “While the federal deficit
collectively bargained benefits
captures the news headlines,
of police officers and other
there is a deep and pervapublic employees for the
sive problem in state and
ongoing recession and
local government firevenue shortfalls
nance. The public
was the hot button
sector’s fiscal crisis
(continued on page A3)
topic of conversa-
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Message from the Vice President:

T

he rank and file are well aware that the
Department has been making a sincere
effort to break last year’s record regarding
the intake of complaints against police officers. Twitter is described as “short bursts
of inconsequential information” which are
forwarded through the Twitter website.
Encouraging justice through social networking has become an acceptable means
for wrongdoers to complain about their interaction with police officers. One can assume that the complaint is most often generated to counteract an unpleasant encounter with an officer to help negotiate away
their problem.
The faceless phone call has been overtaken by the even less demanding “twittering” of tweets and tweeps which has unofficially accounted for 559 (our number)
complaints in a short period of time, pinpointing the department’s need for new upto date apps. The Department’s impending
5th floor bunker will sport two 60-inch
plasma screens that exclusively stream twitter messages. Some might consider this to
be pointless babble others consider this to
be solid leads in identifying objectionable
conduct. Faceless Q and A with no consequence as to the truth of posted allegations
will be commonplace. At some point the
officer’s presence will be requested for an
“early intervention” to address fabricated
allegations. Receiving a fair rendering of
the facts at the initial stages of an IAD investigation is for the most part a given, receiving the benefit of the doubt from those
dispensing the discipline where the officer’s
actions are truly minor is an on-going problem.
In a recent case a veteran officer with no
disciplinary history did not receive a fair
rendering of the facts. The officer was performing a detail in July of 2008 and requested a detail supervisor to the scene after a dispute with the owner of a construction company as to the multiple work locations on a particular street. After having a
conversation with the owner regarding the
safety concerns at the worksite, the infuriated owner stated he would sign the officer’s
card hoping he would leave. The officer at
8:38 a.m. in a calm voice requested the detail supervisor. At this point I will fast forward the events. The owner had also made
some calls.
After completing the Department investigation on 8-11-2008, a recommendation
was made that three charges be filed against
the officer, Neglect of Duty, Directives and
Orders and Respectful Treatment. The officer contested the three-day suspension
in which he was never interviewed or
asked his side of the story by the investigator. A hearing was scheduled for 12-108. The Department never submitted
their findings from this hearing. A rehearing was scheduled where both parties
agreed to rely on the transcript from November, 2009. Prior to this hearing an additional charge was added; “Truthfulness”
www.bppa.org

Ronald MacGillivray

Twitter tabs
which was sustained and effective 5-6-11
the officer is serving an additional 30 working days (a $15K hit).
As pointed out by our attorney “in adding this truthfulness charge, in every situation where an officer challenges the appropriateness of discipline, if the Department
later determines the officer committed the
rules violation, by virtue of taking an appeal, any officer is thereby being untruthful.” In the officer’s Form 26 report dated
7-7-08, to paraphrase, “the officer firmly
and unequivocally denies that he threatened

ditions. Employees shall be permitted… “to
use such time within a reasonable period
after making the request if the use of the
compensatory time does not unduly disrupt
the operations of the public agency.” Interpreting what “unduly disrupt” means is the
ongoing issue. The first few federal courts
agreed that the regulation was within the
DOL’s authority to enact. Houston and
Mortensen Appeals Courts found that the
employer need not grant the requested day
off and need not give a reason for denying
the request so long as it granted another day

quest. In addition,
the fact that the employer would have to backfill for the absent
employee with another employee on an
overtime basis does not amount to an undue disruption sufficient to deny the comp
time request.”
With the courts of appeals split, the
DOL’s position is that employees are entitled to compensatory time on the date requested absent undue disruption to the
agency. Until congress amends the section
to make it clear or the Supreme Court takes
a comp time case to resolve the issue (it
declined the employer’s request to hear
Cleveland’s case) rules for comp time will
vary depending on location.

Encouraging justice through social networking has
become an acceptable means for wrongdoers to
complain about their interaction with police
Operation
officers. One can assume that the complaint is
Urban Shield
most often generated to counteract an
ongrats to our SWAT Team for finishunpleasant encounter with an officer to help
ing first after participating in “Urban
Shield” which tested the preparedness, renegotiate away their problem.

C

anyone and his actions were in a professional manner at all times. The officer attempted to avoid any confrontations on 2
occasions and contacted a supervisor on
both. All allegations put forth in this complaint are bogus and without merit.”
This case from beginning till now took
almost three years not counting the recent
filing of the grievance and future arbitration. At the internal hearing the owner
and his employee did not show up. Our
attorney was not afforded the opportunity
to cross examine the employee’s claim that
he was with his boss when the officer allegedly yelled at him as opposed to asked
him about the spread out work locations.
This is what prompted the “Truthfulness”
charge. The officer claimed that the employee in question was working with another crew over the hill, not even in sight of
the conversation (several hundred yards
away) but the investigator never interviewed
the officer. The trumped up “Truthfulness”
specification has become the 4th floor’s signature monogram. For anyone who challenges the initial offering you can rest assured that the 4th floor taffy stretching machine will always counter the officer’s account concerning differences. At arbitration,
once again investigative time lines, continued credibility issues and the appropriateness of the eleventh-hour “Truthfulness”
charge should carry the day.

Comp Time

C

an an employer refuse to grant an
employee’s request to use comp time
on a particular day? According to the DOL
(Department of Labor) and as reported in
labor news, comp time has always been an
illegal form of compensation in the private
sector. Congress amended the FLSA allowing a limited form of comp time but only in
the public sector and only under certain con-

in a reasonable amount of time without regard to whether the employee wanted that
day off.
Two other Appeals Courts in Chicago
and Cleveland are more in line with reason
in that if an employee gives notice that they
want a particular day off on comp time “the
employer must grant the request unless it
can show that undue disruption to its operation would flow from granting the re-

sponse and interaction of multidimensional
city and state agencies during a variety of
terrorist attacks. A special thanks to the
speakers who gave a hands-on account of
the most profound events affecting our cities and nation in recent times. Included were
The Black Hawk Down Team Leader, the
Oakland SWAT Commander, the New York
City Fire Chief and the world wide Security Chief of Mariott Corporation. Stay safe
and be vigilant on details.

Student vs. teacher…
(continued from page A2)

is largely a result of this Great Recession,
which has caused the steepest decline in
state tax receipts on record.” While agreeing that under-funded retirement plans
which are beginning to come due is adding
to the problem, the major cause of the current crisis is NOT government spending
which has risen relatively little, but a decrease in tax revenues. It is a view that is
confirmed by almost every economist
studying the problem. Chodos is no fly by
night educator who comes with an education and experience out of a book. He spent
a decade on Wall Street where he worked
for a major investment banking firm as well
as with institutional investors and public
officials on complex financing for infrastructure, house and economic development, it’s only the past ten years that he’s
been teaching. He asked the group of union
leaders for a show of hands if they have ever
been accused of jeopardizing their city’s
bond rating when trying to get their members better wages and benefits. Nearly every hand in the room went up! “I’m here to
tell you that your salary and benefits have
nothing what so ever to do with your cities
bond rating,” he said “the organizations who
rate municipal bonds do not even look at
those numbers.” Chodos made a list of the
criteria ratings agencies like Moody’s, Standards and Poor’s etc. and what they use to

evaluate a city’s fiscal health including
things like diversity of economy, tax revenues, investment in infrastructure and the
amount of cash in the reserve fund. Pay and
pensions for public employees do not factor into the assessment.
Throughout the past several years we’ve
all watched and heard the chorus of mayors, municipal managers and other elected
political leaders clamoring for near complete control over collectively bargained
benefits that they say are necessary to reconcile their deficits. They represent this
great level of wisdom yet nothing in the way
of common sense. Collective bargaining
benefits being predictability and stability
band erosion of those rights will bring great
consequences. In this very fragile economy
passing more burdens on the working class is
going to add to the problem, not reconcile it.
Let me close by saying how deeply appreciative I am to the members who came
out and voted on the very important Health
Insurance issue, it was a very important vote
and an issue we didn’t take lightly, a decision that brought some predictability and
stability to the Health Insurance issue for
the next four years. I would also like to thank
Mayor Menino, his administration and the
City Councilors for working with us in at
least temporarily reconciling this very important issue.
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Treasury Notes:

A

Thomas Pratt,

BPPA Treasurer

Much thanks to go around

s always, I hope to find everyone doing well. First order of business that I
would like to write about is the Seaport
District located on District #6 in South Boston. As I have stated before in the past, I
give credit where credit is due. Senator
Mike Rush of West Roxbury filed a bill
last month in the Senate to give us concurrent jurisdiction in the newly-developed
Seaport District. He did this at the request
of Mayor Thomas Menino.
As it stands, there is a legal loophole in
the Transportation Act of 1996 that gives
sole jurisdiction of this property to the State
Police, and only the State Police. So, as of
right now, you as a Boston Police Officer
of the City of Boston have no police power
in this section of the City of Boston. Crazy
as it is, but true. This technical correction,
if it happens will give the citizens of the
Seaport District and the businesses an extra
layer of police service and protection. And
for us as police officers it gives us protection from any frivolous law suits or future
litigation. The biggest opponent of this legislation is the State Police, who have been
working against it at the Legislature, A.K.A
Beacon Hill. We will keep you, the Membership apprised of this situation. You may
have to call your legislator, especially if you
are a resident of the City of Boston and let
them know that the Boston Police should
be able to patrol every neighborhood and
waterway in the City of Boston. I would
also like to recognize Commissioner Ed
Davis for weighing in on this endeavor and
realizing how big of a public safety issue it
really is for the citizens of our City. All kidding aside, it really is absurd that the Mayor,
Police Commissioner and Fire Commissioner have no say in the governing and
public safety of a neighborhood that is in
their city.
Next order of business, another thank
you! This one goes out to the sitting members of the Boston City Council. I would
just like to thank all the council members,
who under the leadership of City Council
President Stephen Murphy unanimously
voted in favor of allowing us to enter into
an Agreement of Coalition Bargaining with
the City. This action will hopefully assist
us in keeping our current health care. This
action keep us out of the Group Insurance
Commission and shows the State Legislature that the City of Boston’s unions and
management can work together and solve
budget problems.
Next issue, another thank you! This one
goes out to Suffolk County District Attorney Daniel Conley. The District Attorney,
a few weeks ago spoke out against Judge
Raymond Dougan of the Boston Municipal Court. Judge Dougan has a dislike for
Boston Police Officers and panache for letting gun toting criminals go free. A few
years back, Judge Dougan allowed the suppression of a firearm in a motions hearing
of a criminal by the name of Estaban
Carpio. By the time Carpio got arrested for
that crime, he had a very extensive crimi-

In closing, I
nal record. His Honor, did not believe the Commissioner’s Office. I did not need to
testimony of the police officers who were ask the other Associations twice and I did would kindly ask all
aiding in the prosecution of this criminal not have to chase anyone down for a check. who read this to keep in your thoughts and
I do not believe in almost five years I prayers all the people of Western Massacase. This Judge realizes that if you attack
the credibility of the
police officers, his decisions cannot be over
turned on a legal technicality. That same
criminal that he let go
free, a few years later
murdered Providence,
Rhode Island Sergeant
Detective James Allen.
The Boston Police Officers who arrested this
future killer were
Timmy Stanton and I.
So one thing I know
personally is that
Timmy and I are not liars. So in closing on this
topic, thank you Mr.
Conley for standing up
to this judge and realizing that criminal cases
may not be one of Judge Thanks to the leadership and members of the BPPA, the
Dougan’s fortes and Superior Officers Federation and the Detectives Benevolent
that he should not be
Association the gravesite of Police Officer John F. McInnes,
sitting on the bench of
the criminal gun court the first president of the Boston Police Association has been
or any criminal session. rehabilitated.
And yes! One more
thank you. I would like
to recognize the Leadership and the Mem- have thanked so many people in one article. chusetts whose lives, homes and businesses
bers of both the Superior Officers Federa- I have just been told we may not have a were destroyed by the recent tornado that
tion and the Detectives Benevolent Asso- summer edition so I needed to get them in hit that region. I was never in the military
ciation. These two organizations along with there. It is my belief that if a politician, or- so I never saw what destructive potential a
the BPPA combined resources to rehabili- ganization, manager or everyday citizen large explosive ordinance could demolish,
tate the gravesite of Police Officer John F. does the right thing for any Member of the now I have an idea. The destruction was
McInnes. Officer McInnes was the first Boston Police Patrolman’s Association they not just single standalone homes but
president of the Boston Police Association, should be recognized. I am sure down the blocks and blocks of homes, schools and
who was fired after walking off the job dur- line we will have professional differences businesses. Mother Nature can be a real
ing the Police Strike of 1919. His grave with some of the people I have written about bitch when she wants to be. As always,
had fallen into a state of disrepair. The and I will write about that also. But good, keep your guard up and watch each
need to address gravesite was brought to along with bad, should be recognized. It is other’s backs and enjoy the summer your
families and friends.
our attention by P.O. Billy Carroll of the a balance and it proves credibility.

Transsexual murderers, rapists to get sex-change at
taxpayer’s expense?…
(continued from page A1)

groper of women, got a “raw deal.”) A Massachusetts appeals court has apparently decided that SandiJo Battista, born David
Meggarry Jr., who raped a 10 year old girl
in Medway in 1983 and stole her fudge
money, is a “victim” of cruel and unusual
punishment by the Corrections Dept. because they won’t pay for his sex-change
operation. This ruling has given “hope” to
convicted murderer Robert Kosilek, AKA
“Michelle Kosilek,” who killed his wife
Cheryl in 1990, and has received laser hair
removals and breasts courtesy of the Massachusetts taxpayers while brushing his
stunning hair, playing dress-up, and frolicking in prison and awaiting the full removal of his…. well, you know, his
Marzilli… and at OUR expense!!!!
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The appellate court consisted of “retired”
US Supreme Court “Judge” David Souter,
which sort of tells you where the country
has been headed all these years. These sick,
twisted eunuchs with black robes decided
that the DOC (Dept. of Correction) was
guilty of “deliberate indifference” by not
granting “SandiJo’s” need for female hormone therapy.
As police officers, firefighters, EMT’s
and teachers are punched in the face every
day by a cynical, ungrateful general public
and media who delights in using us as the
cause of the state’s economic woes, stop and
think: how much do you think SandiJo’s
and Michelle’s constant legal appeals, ex-

pensive, tax-payer supplied lawyers, medical treatments for whatever ails these disgusting pukes, and 24/7/365 care and feeding courtesy of the taxpayers actually costs?
Just take a guess – I’ll say it’s well into the
millions. And these are just TWO of the
army of freaks, weirdos, degenerates, perverts and assorted scum who populate the
Massachusetts’ prisons. Look at the scowl
on “Michelle’s” face; that’s contempt for
you, the taxpayer! Is he crazy, or are we?
Massachusetts…. God, are you people
stupid!

617-989-BPPA (2772)

Secretary Spread:

H

Patrick M. Rose,

BPPA Secretary

Legislature has been systematically
making cuts to pay, health care

ere we are in June 2011. Our contract ers that earned it for them. The Unions eryone is trying to kick you in the groin and Memorial Monument within the Mt. Hope
expired one year ago and it appears forced the government to enact laws that take what little you have away from you Cemetery on Walk Hill Street. The Mass is
that no one wants to talk to us about increas- would protect workers health and estab- and your family. What do you do? Do you a celebration and remembrance of the lives
ing our wage. Case in point, our State Leg- lished agencies to oversee the treatment of run and hide; do you sulk and shirk your of those that have gone before us. It is a
islature has been systematically reducing workers, to ensure some adequate time off, responsibilities? No, you do just the oppo- chance for us, the living, to pay homage to
our pay and benefits through annual cuts to adequate pay for services rendered, get rid site! You ‘strap it on’ every day and go out our fallen comrades. The Mass is dedicated
the State Budget and Local aid cuts.
of the infamous work houses and sweat there and conduct yourselves profession- to those men and woman who wore the
Not satisfied with reducing the average shops. Before Union intervention, workers ally! You stand proud and defend the rights Badge and walked these streets. I was exBoston Police Officer’s pay by six to eight were treated like horses and cattle.
of others on a daily basis. You work long, tremely proud to once again be a part of
thousand dollars a year and cutting back our
The days in which I speak are ancient arduous hours in all types of weather and something real, something for us, a cersupplemental income by hiring more expen- history or are they? Let me assure you it is conditions and still respond to everyone emony that is solely dedicated to honor the
sive priced
e l s e ’ s memory of Police Officers. I would like to
‘flaggers’ There has been a constant diet of anti-union bias fed to
emergen- thank the Commissioner, the Chief and the
on
state
cies with Command Staff for leading our Officers and
jobs, they the American public for years, with one objective and one
the same the Detectives in parade to the Memorial.
are attempt- objective only, which is to return us to the days of the
fervor you Our Gaelic Column and the Honor Guard
ing to take
a l w a y s standing tall once again and dedicating their
away your haves and have nots. This isn’t about Joe Public against the
had! You time to represent us. The Patrol force, men
collective “Greedy” Union worker, this is a systematic attack on the
c o a c h and woman alike, marching tall and proud
bargaining
little on the parade route up to the Memorial is a
American way of life that proved to be so beneficial to ALL those
rights insol e a g u e sight to see, you should all be proud of yourfar as your Americans in the last century.
games on selves! A Thank you to the Mayor of the
health care
your own City of Boston for making time to attend
is concerned.
not! NAFTA was the beginning of the end, time, put together those basketball leagues and speak to the officers and about the ofRecently the State Senate took their (enacted by Democrats I might add), cor- and volunteer your time for those commu- ficers of this Police department. Dignitarswipe at “Health Care Reform” and pro- porations realized what they could get away nity events. Do you do it for the money? ies such as the District Attorney Dan
duced a proposal that basically puts lipstick with outside of our National borders and a Don’t make me laugh; do you do it for the Conley and others, who took time from a
on the pig that the House of Representa- profit margin was realized that they didn’t
tives came out with. Ladies and Gentlemen, know was possible.
I have such an enormous amount of respect
a pig is still a pig even when you dress it up
The attack began; it has been a well-orfor you all, for who you are and what you do
and put some lipstick on it!
ganized attack on Unions. There are immiThe line between Democrat and Repub- grant workers that still work under these
on a daily basis, I will continue to yell it from
lican has become very blurry in this state, same conditions today, and the corporate
the top of my lungs until I have a chorus of
as of late. As a matter of fact, the lines are bosses once again realize how much money
becoming increasingly blurry nationally. there is to be made if we just ignore basic
the majority of society. If no one else has said
People run around the country screaming human rights as a society.
it today, I say Thank You!
about Republicans and Tea Party activists,
Well that’s exactly what will happen
but the Democratic Party in Massachusetts once society allows these corporate pigs to
has done more damage to the Unions in this complete the dismantling of the unions. So public admiration? Give me a break, No, beautiful Sunday morning, to come and pay
State in the past two years than any Repub- much for the forty-hour work week, so you do it because it’s the right thing to do, homage to our fallen Brothers and Sisters
lican has even attempted to in the last fifty- much for paid vacations, sick time, retire- because we are our community, because we in blue. A big public Thank you to my
two years!
ment plans. They are almost there right now, are our society and care, because we will Brothers and Sisters within the BPRA who
dedicate many hours to ensure that this
Countrywide, unions are fairing no bet- instead of following along like sheep, the not let the naysayers win!
ter. The countrywide attack on public em- public should be supporting union growth
I have such an enormous amount of re- Memorial Mass happens and that everyployees and our unions is in full swing, fu- to take back what they had, to fight these spect for you all, for who you are and what thing is coordinated right down to the floweled by a biased, hateful media whose only corporations and the rich elitist that own you do on a daily basis, I will continue to ers being planted! A job well done. I realpurpose is to destroy unions as directed by them. Some politicians are falling in line yell it from the top of my lungs until I have ize that there are a lot of requirements placed
their corporate bosses. In bed with these cor- lockstep with this perverted movement, a chorus of the majority of society. If no on the Patrolmen within this department,
porate giants are some of our own politi- because they yearn for the days of old. We one else has said it today, I say Thank You! but you are doing yourself a disservice if
you don’t make the time to attend this ancians, Democrats and Republicans, men and will be back to the days of ’Tammany Hall’,
nual event. Not only will you fill up with a
woman who we believed in, men and believe me when I tell you, there are litersense of pride that is unmatched, you will
woman who sold us down the river because ally hundreds of politicians that would love Annual Memorial
be granted the rare opportunity to see old
they don’t have the backbone or intestinal that.
Mass
friends and comrades that have since retired,
fortitude to stand up to the thugs that hold
Most of these people get into politics for
n Sunday, June 5th, I was joined by a share a story or a joke and have an opportuthe purse strings.
one reason and one reason only; they are
couple of hundred Police Officers, re- nity to pay your respect to those who have
There has been a constant diet of anti- egotistical megalomaniacs that thrive on
tirees,
friends and family of the Boston Po- gone before us.
union bias fed to the American public for power. What better power than the power
lice
at
our Annual Memorial Mass. The
Please be careful out there and don’t foryears, with one objective and one objective to appoint political friends and family to
Boston
Police Relief Association hosts the get to back each other up. I hope everyone
only, which is to return us to the days of the jobs, alas ‘Tammany Hall’; the reason Civil
haves and have nots. This isn’t about Joe Service was born! “Unions, the reason you Mass, coordinates all of the logistics for the has a healthy and happy summer!
Public against the “Greedy” Union worker, have weekends” is not just a bumper sticker, ceremony and provides refreshments for attendees. The Mass is held on the first Sunthis is a systematic attack on the American it’s the truth.
way of life that proved to be so beneficial
I am amazed at the resiliency of our own day in June, annually, at the Boston Police
to ALL Americans in the last century.
Boston Police Officers. Every day, you get
Last century, the Unions provided the your head handed to you in the press, evimpetus to force the corporate rich and elite
to share some of their wealth with the work-

O
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Governor supports illegal alien criminals…
(continued from page A1)

Making plain his sympathies are re- ing without a license or entering the coun- removed. The law enforcement community be in favor of the poor, oppressed ILLEserved for ILLEGAL aliens, and not for try illegally in say,… Mexico, or Hondu- does NOT need to forge “relationships” GAL aliens, but will demand the police relaw-abiding taxpayers or law enforcement ras, or Guatemala? What do you think with criminals who are here illegally in or- move them immediately from their liberal
officers, the Governor refused to endorse would happen….? Yeah, go ahead and try der to catch criminals who are here illegally. enclaves as soon as they turn up outside their
the federal program already adopted by 42 to enter Mexico illegally or overstay your The overwhelming majority of police of- front doors or camp on their stoop.
other states and which
Thankfully, Mayor Thomas Menino
ficers (please call
has been used as a pime or e-mail me at and Police Commissioner Ed Davis, as well
Yeah, God forbid, some of those ILLEGAL aliens who jcarnell@bppa.org as numerous county sheriffs and other polot program by the City
of Boston for the past are ILLEGALLY in our country ILLEGALLY sucking up if you have a dif- lice chiefs throughout the State, have stated
three years. Acquiesc- our social-welfare benefits and ILLEGALLY taking jobs ferent opinion – their intention to buck Governor Patrick’s
publication guar- illogical and destructive position by joining to vocal supporters
from American citizens should be caught by the
anteed in the next ing the secure communities program, in
of “rights” for criminal,
issue of the Pax) defiance of liberal stupidity.
illegal aliens who have police for some minor offense like “driving without a
have no concern
crossed our borders for license”…
Our children need valid birth certificates
about “fracturing to join little league, soccer or hockey. You
the purpose of taking
jobs from Americans and draining our so- visa… see what happens to you after they incredibly important relationships” in the and I need valid ID’s to cash a check or
cial services (i.e.: schools for their illegal rob, rape, beat and steal everything you own ILLEGAL immigrant community. If you apply for a driver’s license. Our informachildren, free medical services, free subsi- and then extort money from relatives try- are here legally, welcome! If you here IL- tion is checked if we are stopped for a trafdized housing, welfare benefits, etc. etc.), ing to arrange your exit from these God- LEGALLY… SCREW…and go home!
fic violation. Why doesn’t our Governor
But these are the parasites whom our understand that ILLEGAL IMMIGovernor Patrick announced that he would forsaken, third-world, parasitic hell-holes.
not support the program and would do ev- “Highly controversial programs , Boston Governor, Deval Patrick, supports! And GRANTS are a drain on our economy, take
erything in his power to delay or prevent its Globe? Those of us with common sense unfortunately, the nitwit majority of our jobs from Americans, reduce wages for evidiot-liberal Massachusetts moron voters eryone, and steal social-welfare benefits that
full implementation by local communities know otherwise….
seeking to protect the public from the
According to Patrick’s alleged “public elected this dimwit to another term. Hope- they are NOT entitled to.
scourge of criminals who are in this coun- safety secretary” (HA!), Mary E. fully, therefore, the criminal-illegal alien
Governor Patrick… take a trip to
try illegally. Patrick, of course, used the term Heffernan (I wonder what stellar creden- population, which is growing daily, will be Mexico, tell them you want free public
“undocumented worker” as opposed to IL- tials she possessed to “earn” that title?...) encouraged to move to Jamaica Plain, housing, free medical care, a Mexican EBT
LEGAL ALIEN, a liberal euphemism de- “The Governor and I are dubious of the Brookline, Newton, Cambridge, Arlington, card, and you want to drive without a lisigned to call something the opposite of Commonwealth taking on the federal role Wellesley, and other towns populated by cense. Call us back and let us know how
what it really is. Liberals (or as they call of immigration enforcement”… and that similarly-stupid individuals who profess to you made out….
themselves “progressives”), are very, very they were concerned the program could
good at twisting and manipulating words “discourage other immigrants (NOTE: leav- Bruins want BPD honor guard to sell tickets
to cover up their true intentions.
ing out the word “ILLEGAL” once to have honor of being the honor guard
According to Deval Patrick’s biggest again…) from reporting crimes” . Yeah, I’m
benefactor and apologist, ( the Boston really concerned about ILLEGAL IMMI- (continued from page A1)
Globe,) … “ Launched in 2008, (Editor’s GRANTS reporting crimes to us about tickets be sold by the honor guard in order minimum. But to attempt to use the “honor”
note: pre-Barack Obama) the Secure Com- other ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS. to qualify; but as anyone with half a brain of presenting the colors at a Bruins game
munities program runs the names and fin- They’re such a bountiful source of bonafide knows, playoff tickets were by that time by requiring the Boston Police Honor Guard
gerprints of everyone arrested through fed- information as it is, aren’t they? Like re- going for WELL above $500-$600 per to become whores for the Bruins marketeral immigration and criminal databases. porting their hundreds of also ILLEGAL ticket, and up; that meant nearly $5,000- ing office is despicable and disgraceful.
The purpose is to ensure that offenders who IMMIGRANT relatives who are living in $6000 worth of ticket sales. Jay informed When and if the Bruins ever win, the City
are in this country ILLEGALLY (empha- subsidized housing, using food stamps, Mr. Karoly that there was a serious ethical of Boston will pay for the costs of police
sis added), especially violent criminals, are sending their kids to our schools, using our question, specifically, since Boston Police protection, parades, celebrations etc., not the
detained and deported. But the program FREE, taxpayer-subsidized medical care, Officers are also licensing agents and en- Bruins organization. We, the City of Boshas been highly controversial among im- clogging our emergency rooms, driving forcement personnel for the TD Garden ton Police Department, are left with the remigrant advocates , who argue that it could without licenses, using false, phony, dupli- events (liquor sales, city ordinance enforce- sponsibility of dealing with the legions of
be used against those whose offenses are cate and numerous fake identities so they ment, etc. etc.) there may be a conflict of toothless, inebriated morons who spew forth
minor, for example, being caught driving can collect multiple welfare checks, etc. etc. interest in pushing ticket sales for the Bru- from post-Bruins games, unleashed to diswithout a license.”
Yea, I’m really concerned about the lack of ins while acting as police officers. Mr. play their single-digit IQ analysis of the
Yeah, God forbid, some of those ILLE- “crime reporting” from illegal aliens….
Karoly seemed indignant at Jay Connolly’s most recent game upon all-too-willing TV
GAL aliens who are ILLEGALLY in our
Revealing his true identity as a cop-hat- lack of rushing to embrace the Bruins’ mag- cameras and their fellow cretins who were
country ILLEGALLY sucking up our so- ing liberal, Governor Patrick is quoted as nanimous “opportuntity” to present the col- stupid enough to spend $625 or more for a
cial-welfare benefits and ILLEGALLY saying (Globe 6/7/11, page A12) “…We run ors. Jay also informed him that at various ticket and then allow themselves to be
taking jobs from American citizens should a serious risk of ethnic profiling and frankly New England Patriots, Boston Red Sox, and ripped off for overpriced junk, food and
be caught by the police for some minor of- fracturing incredibly important relation- Boston Celtics games, no such requests for drinks by hucksters in the Bruins marketfense like “driving without a license”… ships in communities that are important for ticket sales or other quid-pro-quo market- ing department.
(Ahhm, Governor Patrick …at what point law enforcement.”
ing requirements were ever made.
Personally, I believe our Boston Police
does a “minor” criminal offense become
Jay Connolly, ever the diplomat, would Honor Guard has too much honor to apAhmm, Governor Patrick, to say that you
“major”? Would it be after the “undocu- are a clueless liberal would be a mild un- never disparage the Bruins’ organization or pear at any future Bruins games. The Brumented worker” driving without a license derstatement. That statement, in and of it- Mr. Karoly. Jay is, as a member of the BPD ins are, in my humble opinion, most deservwhile intoxicated killed a family of three, self, reveals Patrick’s true identity: he hon- honor guard and a military veteran, an of- ing of the Barnstable Fire Department, the
as happened in Virginia, or killed a van full estly believes, in his privileged, Milton ficer and a gentleman. I, however, as editor Ashburnham Marching Pandemonium
of nuns, or ran down some other innocent Academy / Harvard University / U.S. Jus- of the Pax Centurion, suffer no such illu- Band, the Clarksville Department of SaniAmerican citizen? And by the way, about tice Dept.-Civil Rights division / corporate sions nor do I labor under any constraints. tation spoon-and-fife band, or any other nitthis “highly controversial program” the apologist (highly-paid Ameriquest and (I am generally regarded as a crass and vul- wits who are stupid enough to allow thempansy Globe editorialists whine about? Coca-Cola Co. figurehead and flack-man) gar individual, but my wife’s opinion should selves to be used as ticket-whores by this
(Don’t be shocked, but the Globe once again mind that the police are evil racists who tar- not matter in this instance.) To say that the disgraceful marketing operation.
editorialized on behalf of their like-minded get people because of their ethnicity. If Bruins organization should be ashamed of
Mr. Karoly and the Bruins marketing
comrade, Deval Patrick: “Use police to vet Governor Patrick and his wife awoke to a themselves would be a mild understatement. department, stick your tickets where the sun
immigrants? Not if it disrupts crime-fight- horde of illegal aliens outside the front door People who sell warm beer at $8.00 a plas- don’t shine. You’re shameless and disgraceing” 6/8/11, page A12). What would hap- to his Milton mansion one day, you can be tic cup, scummy popcorn at $5.00 a box ful. Apparently, there’s no honor in the
pen to gringo Americans who had the au- damned sure he’d be on the phone immedi- and market overpriced souvenirs to children Boston “Guard-en” anymore…
dacity to commit “minor offenses” like driv- ately with the Milton police wanting them and their parents are beneath contempt, at a
www.bppa.org
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Representing and providing counsel to members of the Boston
Police Patrolmen’s Association since 1993 regarding critical
incidents, criminal and departmental investigations, and civil
rights matters.
Many members have also sought our guidance and
representation in a wide variety of matters, particularly
personal injury claims on behalf of injured officers and/or their
family and friends. We also provide representation in criminal
and civil litigation, real estate and estate planning. We invite
you to learn more about Byrne & Drechsler, LLP by visiting our
website – ByrneDrechsler.com

JAMES E. BYRNE

THOMAS DRECHSLER

KENNETH H. ANDERSON • RICHARD P. MAZZOCCA • ERIC S. GOLDMAN
JONATHAN E. TOBIN • JOSEPH A. MERLINO
50 Redfield Street, Boston, MA 02122
(617) 265-3900 • Fax (617) 265-3627
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A letter from Jay Connolly, Coordinator
of the Boston Police Honor Guard

T

he Boston Police Department and the
Boston Bruins organization have had a
great relationship over the years, and together
have participated in many charitable endeavors which have benefited numerous organizations throughout the community, and the
citizens of the City of Boston.
The Boston Police Honor Guard has enjoyed such a relationship, and for the past 30
years (how long I have been a member), has
presented the colors for the National Anthem
at every season opening game for the Boston
Bruins. We have also presented the colors for
the first game of each round of post-season
playoffs. The Boston Police Honor Guard are
all military veterans (including combat), and
we take great pride in this opportunity which
the Boston Bruins organization have presented
to us in the past.
However, for the last two years, the Boston Bruins have not contacted us, and have
not requested the Boston Police Honor Guard
to appear at any games.
So this year, before the season began, I contacted the Boston Bruins by telephone and email, but received no reply.
As I watched the first game at home of the
playoffs on television, the TV camera showed
a close-up shot of the honor guard presenting
the colors behind Rene Rancourt as he sang
the “National Anthem.” I noticed that the patch
on the sleeve of one of the honor guard members showed that he was a member of the
“Barnstable Fire Department.” It struck me
that the Boston Police Honor Guard had not
been afforded the opportunity to present the
colors at a single game over the past two years,
yet here were the “Barnstable Fire Department” doing just that.
It was then that I contacted Joyce
Amorosa, who was very helpful and called
me back, and relayed to me, that I should get
in contact with Mr. Charlie Karoly in the
Boston Bruins marketing department.
I left a message for Mr.. Karoly, and he
was kind enough to promptly respond. I explained the above situation to him, and inquired if the Boston Police Honor Guard could
be placed in consideration for the honor of
presenting the national colors at a future playoff game.
Mr. Karoly told me that he would indeed
keep the Boston Police Honor Guard in mind
for such a future event, but he then relayed to
me the stipulations that would be involved
with such a commitment. He informed me
that the Boston Police Honor Guard, in order
to be afforded the opportunity to present the
colors at a game, would first have to purchase
$2,000 (two-thousand dollars) in tickets to that
particular game, (twenty, one-hundred dollar
tickets).
I was at first taken aback by such a request,
and asked Mr. Karoly to explain why this was
so. He informed me that this was a new marketing initiative, directed by his department,
in which each member of the Honor Guard
must purchase a $100 game ticket, and must
then sell the remaining tickets, to reach the
above total of $2,000.
Mr. Karoly then told me that the Barnstable
Fire Department was presented with this directive, and met the criteria, and was therefore afforded this opportunity. He also stated
that this marketing initiative had been in place
for quite some time.
I then informed Mr. Karoly that for the past
thirty years, members of the Boston Police
www.bppa.org

Honor Guard, would normally present the
colors, and after having done so, would then
enjoy and watch the game in a standing room
location.
I also relayed to him that I was somewhat
apprehensive to his ticket proposal. He did
however, state that since he had my telephone
number, that he would contact me if there was
such an opportunity.
Mr. Karoly did in fact contact me during
the recent playoff round in which the Bruins
played against the Tampa Bay Lightning. He
told me that the Boston Police Honor Guard
would be able to present the colors at the next
home game, which was then, three days away.
He then reminded me about having to first
purchase $2,000 in game tickets. I told Mr.
Karoly that I had contacted the police union
representatives and legal counsel. They informed me that the Boston Police Department
is the governing agency of licensed premises,
and also the duly-appointed agency which
governs and oversees the selling of tickets by
licensed ticket brokers. As a result of these
circumstances, i was advised to not take part
in any, quid-pro-quo buying, or reselling of
game tickets to any events at the TD Garden,
since this would be a conflict of interest to
existing Mass. State laws and a violation of
Boston Police Department rules and regulations.
I relayed this fact to Mr. Karoly, who could
not quite understand my problem as I had
stated it, and seemed somewhat indignant, that
I was turning down his offer.
He stated that he would have to search for
another honor guard to appear at the event,
and that it would be on such short notice. I
again reiterated my reasons for being unable
to appear at the game, and thanked him for
his consideration.
I further informed Mr. Karoly, that the
Boston Celtics, along with the Boston Red
Sox, had requested the presence of the Boston Police Honor Guard on two occasions
during each of their respective seasons’ play.
I stated that the “Boston Red Sox” and the
“Boston Celtics” after all, do in fact play and
represent the “City of Boston,” and that the
“Boston Police,” also patrol and represent the
“City of Boston!”
I also informed Mr. Karoly that Mr. Robert Kraft, the owner of the “New England
Patriots,” last season requested the Boston
Police Honor Guard to present the colors before a “New England Patriots” football game
(30 miles away to the south of Boston)!
At no time, did any of the above organizations place any such demands on the police
officers of the Boston Police Honor Guard.
Mr. Karoly had presented himself as a professional throughout any contact with him,
and it is not my intent to disparage him in any
way as a result of this practice by the Boston
Bruins marketing department, or these circumstances.
So, after all that, my hope is that the Boston Bruins would understand our predicament,
and reaffirm the long-standing and close relationship which they have shared with the
Boston Police Department, by allowing the
“Boston Police Honor Guard” the honor and
the pleasure of presenting the colors at a
Stanley Cup Finals game. Here’s hoping the
Boston Bruins win the Cup for our fair city,
“Boston”!
Sincerely,
Jay Connolly

8% AUTO DISCOUNT TO
ALL BPPA MEMBERS!!!
“We want to Protect and Serve those
who Protect and Serve us!”

Judith M. Flynn
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Auto & Homeowners Insurance

1152 Washington Street
Dorchester Lower Mills

617-296-0350

Save $$$$$ on your Homeowners Insurance!!!
Qualified applicants receive up to a

33% Discount

on Homeowners Insurance!
Call me for a quote today!
Speak with a “live” person!
No recordings or voice mail!

Free pickup of plates!
23 years serving the community!
Multiple discounts available!

Call me for a quote today!!!
Judie Flynn • 617-296-0350

Don’t know me?
Ask someone you may know…
“Flynn Insurance has handled our insurance needs for years. Their competitive
rates and prompt professional response is unbeatable! I highly recommend
Judie Flynn of Flynn Insurance.”
– Jim Wyse,
Sergeant-Detective, A -1
“Flynn Insurance is a local home-grown agency that has treated me
exceptionally well over the years. I have, and will continue to send all my
friends and family to Judie. She delivers only prompt, professional, friendly
service.”
– Matt Machera, Attorney at Law,
Formerly of the Suffolk County DA’s Office
“I’ve been doing business with Judie (Flynn) for years and she’s always gone
well above and beyond for me and my family.”
– Mike Coppinger,
Patrolman, District 14
“I have had both my Auto and Homeowners Insurance with Judie Flynn of
Flynn Insurance for years. Their reliable service and friendly, dependable staff
make everything simple and easy.”
– Maura Flynn,
Commander of the Paid Detail Unit (no relation)
“For years, Judie has provided superior service for me and my family. Her
personal attention goes above and beyond. They really go out of their way!”
– Tom Richardson,
Patrolman, E-5, (retired)
“Judie (Flynn) has handled my Auto and Homeowners policies for years. Her
professional, efficient, friendly service is second to none and she does it with a
smile.”
– Danny Rice, Detective,
Domestic Violence Unit
“For years Judie (Flynn) has handled our insurance. Her honest, straightforward approach and professional, friendly service makes insurance easy.”
– Chris Boyle,
Patrolman, Drug Unit
“Flynn Insurance is like Cheers – where everybody knows your name.
They treat you like you’re part of the family and even answer their own
phones!”
– Bobby Murphy, EMT,
Boston EMS
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Legal Notes:

Kenneth H. Anderson, Esq.
Byrne & Drechsler, L.L.P., Counsel to Members of the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

Y

Who gets disciplined when the BPD
does not follow their own rules?

ou’ve heard the clichés “that might
makes right” and “do as I say, not as I
do.” You’ve also probably heard that the
Golden Rule really means that the person
with the gold makes the rules. These statements are all true within the Boston Police
Department disciplinary process, where the
Department does what they want to because
they can, but when they don’t do what they
are supposed to do according to their own
rules and regulations, no one questions
them. Your employer requires you to follow their rules and regulations, and when
you don’t, you can surely expect to be punished. However, when the Boston Police
Department chooses to ignore or disobey their
own rules, are they ever held accountable?
We have all had things we were working on that fell through the cracks of life
due to our immediate focus being put on
more urgent things. When something big
comes up, we set aside the less important
tasks we are working on. On occasion, the
tasks we set aside get left behind. Usually
these things are brought back to the forefront and again demand our immediate attention, causing us to place other things onto
the back burner as the tyranny of the urgent
forces us to address the problem immediately in front of us. This happens to all of

us, causing us to leapfrog from one project
to the next, hoping that things don’t get lost
in the shuffle of life. Occasionally things
get neglected more than they should. Hopefully, nothing important is left unresolved.

supposed to be completed “as soon as practical.” When a police officer is put through
the Department kangaroo court, also known
as a “Trial Board,” a report from the hearing officer is supposed to be submitted to

Your employer requires you to follow their rules
and regulations, and when you don’t, you can
surely expect to be punished. However, when the
Boston Police Department chooses to ignore or
disobey their own rules, are they ever held
accountable?
Unfortunately, in the Boston Police Department disciplinary process, it is very common to have things set aside that languish
unresolved for excessive periods of time.
Things get set aside and forgotten. When this
occurs — and it happens frequently — no one
is held accountable for violating the rules.
Under BPD Rule and Regulation 109,
§5, Internal Affairs investigations are supposed to be “quick” and “thorough . . . without abridging the rights of Department
members or injuring the reputations of
members unjustly accused.” Under Rule
109, §52, Internal Affairs investigations are

Neponset Preschool
281 Neponset Ave.
Dorchester
617-265-2665

Summer Sign-up
Half Days • Full Days
Secure Play Area
4,000 sq. ft.
3 Classrooms
2 yrs. 8 mo to 6 yrs.
Massachusetts Early Education License #291031 • Daughter of BPPA Retiree
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the Commissioner “forthwith” under Rule
109, §63, which states that discipline is to

five years of completely inexcusable delay.
Clearly, no one was checking to make sure
that Rules 109, §5, 52, or 63 were being
complied with. Clearly no one cares. “Do
as I say and not as I do.” “Might makes
right.” We’ll punish you for violating the
rules, but will overlook the rules when we
violate them.
Although the delay in some of these
cases can be mind-boggling, I freely admit
that delays often benefit officers who are
being disciplined. Discipline loses its effect
when it is imposed three, four, or five years
after the fact. If my seventh grade son brings
home a bad report card, is there any benefit
or purpose served if I ground him when he
is in tenth grade because he received a bad
report card three years earlier? See my

If you work 90.1 hours in one week, the
Department will undoubtedly track you down and
suspend you. But when an Internal Affairs
investigation takes two or three years to
complete, or when the Department hearing
officer goes twenty months without completing
his findings, no one notices. With such delay, the
whole concept of discipline has lost its purpose,
but it will not stop them. The rules apply to you.
Just not to them.
be imposed within seven days. The Boston
Police Department disciplinary rules “envision” a disciplinary process which incorporates the idea of training both for effective self-discipline and for a group discipline, or esprit de corps,” if Rule 109, §2 is
to be believed. As many of you know, however, these rules are routinely ignored by
your employer. The Boston Police Department will routinely calculate your work
hours down to a fraction of an hour to make
sure you are not in violation of the 90 hour
rule, but no one checks to make sure that
Internal Affair investigations don’t drag on
unresolved for years and years. And no one
looks after the department hearing officer
to make sure that hearing decisions are rendered in a timely manner, if at all.
Last year, I finally resolved a case where
a complaint was made against a police officer in June of 2005. That officer as interviewed by the Internal Affairs division in
late August of 2005, yet he was not formally
charged with rules violations until February of 2008. A department Trial Board was
held in May of 2009, and in the summer of
2010, the hearing officer who had heard the
Trial Board fourteen months earlier retired
without ever rendering a decision in this
case. In fact, the hearing officer retired without rendering decisions on eight pending
cases, one of which had been heard in November of 2008. In the case I am referencing, the Department simply gave up after

point? I am in no rush to get anyone suspended, but if discipline was fair, reasonable, and prompt, it may be easier for everyone to accept it. When discipline is imposed years after the fact simply to punish
people, it is more mean-spirited than corrective. They have the gold. They make the
rules.
As some of you older officers recall, in
1991 Mayor Raymond Flynn appointed
the St. Clair Commission to investigate and
review practices of the Boston Police Department. In 1992, the St. Clair Commission released its report citing, among other
things, incompetent management of the
Boston Police Department. Among its many
recommendations was one that Internal
Affairs investigations be completed within
90 days. The Department supposedly
adopted this recommendation. As you can
see, however, nineteen years have gone by,
yet delay is still endemic in the Boston Police Department disciplinary process. If you
work 90.1 hours in one week, the Department will undoubtedly track you down and
suspend you. But when an Internal Affairs
investigation takes two or three years to
complete, or when the Department hearing
officer goes twenty months without completing his findings, no one notices. With
such delay, the whole concept of discipline
has lost its purpose, but it will not stop them.
The rules apply to you. Just not to them.
Stay safe and keep your left hand high.
617-989-BPPA (2772)

THE LAW FIRM OF SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, P.C.
Assisting and Representing Police Officers Since 1990
RECENT CASE SUMMARY
FACTS: Officer injured on-duty when police vehicle struck by suspect avoiding arrest.
Officer was disabled and collected IOD pay and medical bills were paid under c.41 s.111F.
Officer recovered and returned to full duty.
CASE: Officer sought free legal consultation and pursued claims against the vehicle operator
and owner – and under his personal auto policy – for lost detail and overtime pay, and
compensation for pain and suffering.
OUTCOME: Officer received gross recovery of: $8,000 in Personal Injury Protection and
$10,000 in additional medical payment benefits, $20,000 insurance policy limits for the
defendant operator and owner, and $80,000 in Underinsured Motorist benefits.
ATTORNEY: Scott Goldberg
If you have been injured you may have a case.
Attorney Goldberg provides free consultations.
The law firm only receives a fee if we recover compensation for you.
And we give police officers a 10% discount off our general public legal fees.
Contact Attorney Scott Goldberg at 617-227-1888 or scott@goldberglawfirm.net.

SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, ESQ.
FANEUIL HALL
4 SOUTH MARKETPLACE
BOSTON, MA 02109
617-227-1888

www.goldberglawfirm.net

800-349-1888

MERCK RESEARCH LABORATORIES SUPPORTS THE
BOSTON POLICE PATROLMEN’S ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

www.bppa.org
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Please help support Cops for Kids with Cancer
F

irst things first, everyone at Cops for
Kids with Cancer wants to thank the
officers of the BPD for their faithful support through raffles, COBEC, attendance at
our events, and organizing events to benefit
our mission. We extend a special thanks to
Mark Bruno and to Steve Sweeney for
making the May 12th dinner our most successful ever, and to the Pax for helping us
spread the word. I know I speak for the
Board, especially those of us who are active or retired BPD, thanks for giving us the
bragging rights at the meetings.
Here’s how we work. We spread the
word that we’re here to help families who
have a child fighting cancer. We accept applications for help, mostly through local police departments or pediatric cancer advocates at local hospitals. We verify the information, and vote at the next meeting. Usually, before the month is out, retired Supt.in-Chief Bob Faherty hand delivers a check
to the family in need. In almost every situation, we call ahead to ask the local police to
accompany us at the donation. Usually, the
local newspaper will cover the donation.
Good press never hurt any police officer.
It’s simple, it works. We are all volunteers,
we pay no rent for meetings and we work
like dogs to get necessary supplies donated.
So far, we have given in excess of $365,000.
Here’s why we do it. Not too many families are equipped for the total turmoil that

follows a doctor saying that their child has
cancer. Long before the emotions are semisettled, the financial troubles accumulate.
One parent inevitably has to quit work immediately to be with this frighteningly sick
kid. Insurance sometimes covers a good
percentage of the
costs of medicinal treatments,
but not all of it.
And I hope you
never get experience how crushing those left
over amounts can
be – they’re
huge.
Then,
someone needs
to be at the hospital, day after
day, to keep the
child from being
lonely
and
scared. This
might entail hiring
daily
babysitters, and
surely involves daily garage parking and
meals. Pediatric cancer isn’t gone in a few
days or a few weeks. It doesn’t take long
for families to fall behind in mortgage or
utility payments, to put repairs on the back
burner, to have to explain to a child’s sib-

lings that their needs will have to wait a bit.
We’ve given to families who were living in motel rooms, unable to come up with
first and last months rent for an apartment;
families who were taking public transportation to the hospital because the money to
fix the car
wasn’t there; to
a family who
had been approved, but
their child died
before
we
could get there,
so the money
went for burial
expenses.
Count your
blessings every
day.
If you like
what we do,
please continue to support
us.
When
M a r y
McInness asks
you to buy a chance, or Rita Foley wants
you to buy a ticket, reach into your pocket.
Come to our events. Continue to pick us
for your COBEC charity. It’s all good.
Here are our upcoming events:
www.copsforkidswithcancer.org

June 16th- Put the Cuffs on Cancer –
in conjunction with West Roxbury Main
Streets- a cocktail event at the exclusive
Foundation Room at the House of Blues.
Great company, great location, great auction items and raffles.
August 28th – Flight of the Angels
Cycle Rally – Once again, an ever-increasing number of motorcycles will leave
Florian Hall for a great boots-up ride to the
Hilltop Athletic Club in Kingston, where
they’ll enjoy a cookout, music and fun.
September 18th – Emerald Society
Road Race – The route takes the runners
and walkers through the beautiful Arnold
Arboretum, and is followed by games,
raffles, music and entertainment.
September 28th – Annual Golf Tournament – This popular tournament fills up
fast. This year, it is at beautiful Spring Valley in Sharon, with a 12:30 shotgun start.
Sign up early.
October 13th – First Annual Trivia
Night – Do you have a brainiac buddy? Or
are you the smartest guy you know? Or do
you get smarter after a few? Get your team
fired up for this contest at Florian – team v.
team, district v. district, family v. family –
you choose. No Googlers allowed – prizes
and props abound. This is a lock to be an
annual event.
Please come. Help us to help them.
Thank you!

THE LAW OFFICES OF
DONALD E. GREEN, P.C.
Don Green is a Quincy native and 1957 graduate of Quincy High School.
After high school, he enlisted in the United States Marine Corps and returned
to Quincy after being honorably discharged.
In 1966, working out of the Quincy Police Boy’s Club, he became the
light-heavyweight Golden Gloves Champion in Lowell. He boxed in the
Amateurs for three years.
In 1968, he joined the Boston Police Department and retired in 1990 after
serving the city for nearly 22 years, the last 15 years as a Sergeant in the
Roxbury district. He graduated from both Northeastern University and
Northeastern University School of Law.
Don Green
The first Law Offices of Donald E. Green was opened in Boston in 1982
and the second in Dudley Square in Roxbury in 1988. The most recent office was opened in Braintree in
2001 and is located at 222 Forbes Road, Suite 200, which is located across from the South Shore Plaza
and behind the Sheraton Tara Hotel. This office offers a convenient location for Quincy and other South
Shore residents. There is free parking and the office is handicapped accessible.
Don’s law partner is his wife, Annette Hill Green, who grew up in Dorchester and is also a graduate of
Northeastern School of Law. They married in 1997, have two young children and reside in Milton.

The Law Offices of Donald E. Green is dedicated to
serving your legal needs. The professional staff includes
seasoned trial attorneys who possess years of litigation
experience and who strive to obtain the most favorable
judgment, verdict or settlement for our clients.
We are a full-service law firm, concentrating in, but not
limited to, the following areas of law:
• Wrongful death
• Personal Injury

• Medical Malpractice
• Sexual Harassment
– Motor Vehicle Accidents • Employment Discrimination
– Slip and Fall Accidents • Immigration
– Worker’s Compensation • Bankruptcy
– Lead Poisoning
• Criminal Defense

Annette Hill Green

Two free legal clinics are offered from 5:00-6:00 pm on the first and third Wednesday
of each month at our Roxbury office. Each clinic offers free, private consultations
regarding all legal matters.

If you have any legal questions or concerns, please call Don or Annette toll free at 1-877-DON-GREEN
or you may email Don directly at dgreen@donaldegreen.com.
Boston
(617) 523-4422
By appointment only

2235 Washington Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(Dudley Sq.)
(617) 442-0050

Evening and Weekend Appointments Available

222 Forbes Road, Suite 200
Braintree, MA 02184
(Across from South Shore Plaza)
(781) 356-0488
By appointment only

Home and Hospital Appointments Available

A reduced legal fee is continuously offered to police officers and has been for more than twenty-five (25)
years. Our office has successfully represented countless law enforcement officers in their personal injury
claims (on or off duty) and other legal matters.
Don Green
www.bppa.org
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HEARD ON THE HILL
By James Barry, BPPA Legislative Agent

Patrick Passes On Violent Felons

G

overnor Deval Patrick rejected the statewide implementation of the Secure Communities program a few weeks ago. The U.S. Homeland Security Department’s
Secure Communities program was launched back in 2008. Boston was and is the first
test site for the program. The program in Boston has been very successful in getting bad
guys, illegal alien bad guys off the streets of Boston. The program runs the names and
fingerprints of EVERYONE (no racial or ethnic profiling) arrested in Boston through
federal immigration and criminal databases. The purpose is to ensure that criminals
who are in this country illegally, especially violent criminals, are detained and deported.
Patrick has said in the past that he agrees with the program’s goal of weeding out violent
legal or illegal immigrants. It is a simple straightforward concept... that if a person
stands convicted of felony crimes, that person has no right to stay in our country and are
returned to their country of origin. It doesn’t matter if they have children or no children,
if they have support systems or no support systems, job or no job. That violent felon has
forfeited all those extraneous conditions and situations which would be considered for
U.S. citizens. They do not apply for them.That is the choice an individual makes. Nobody makes, another person a violent felon. That is a choice. This country is based on
laws and there is no room in this country for non-citizens that break them. No rehab, no
second chance, no right to appeal and no right to stay. Sorry, do not pass go and do not
ever collect $200. Game over.
I have seen and experienced in my own family history, immigrants both legal and
illegal make it in America. They have lived the American dream and therefore, so haven’t
I. Because of their choices to live, work and enjoy life within the U.S. system of laws.
They chose to live and work in the United States of America without committing felonies. That is simple enough one would think.
So what is the conversation about...? It is as straightforward as it comes. Its’ not antiimmigrant or anti-minority. This program is pro-American. It is pro-women, pro-elderly, anti-crime, anti-violence and anti-terrorism. A program that matches felony convictions, not with un-paid parking tickets or loud radios. Felons... convicted of violent
crimes of rape, murder and violent robbery. Do it and your done. One strike... good bye.
The program has been highly controversial among immigrant advocates, (which is
one of the reasons Patrick rejected it) who argue that it could be used against those
whose offenses are minor, for example, being caught driving without a license. This
“could be used” excuse for not using this anti-violence tool is without any credibility.
What if the earth crashed into the sun? This is a total red herring and they know it. I am
pro immigrant and was involved 25 years ago with Morrison visas for immigrants living
in the USA. I do believe there should be a way for immigrants to prove themselves
worthy of a life in America. But to open the door to or justify in anyway violent alien
felons among us is insane.

BPPA supports Municipal Police Training…
but no 50-50 MSP split

M

assachusetts Chiefs of Police Executive Director Wayne Sampson expressed
dismay in the May 2011 Police Chief’s message to other local police chiefs, that
some police groups are opposing the housing/auto insurance fee to be used for police
training. The BPPA fully supports the insurance supplement fee to be used for municipal police training. But I am dismayed by former Chief Sampson’s logic to include and
then split the funds with the Massachusetts State Police. Lets look at some rough numbers here… local police 12,000 members and MSP 2000 members.
That would sound more like 85%-15% split would be more in line with the NEEDS
and SIZES of the local police departments? Shouldn’t that be the advocacy of the
Massachusetts Chiefs of Police?
Yes, the BPPA and other police groups do not support a split of funds with the MSP.
A portion of the supplement if it should go to the Mass. State Police training or a class
should be done in proportion to the numbers. Yet to support a perpetual track of growth
for MSP at the expense of local police just doesn’t make any sense. Local police officers
and departments have for the past 18 years taken it on the chin by state government.
During those 18 years the MSP have grown into one of the largest state police departments in the country (per capita, USJD). MSP have grown in numbers of personnel and
have gained new helicopters/cruisers/specialized units and other resources that local
departments could only dream about. That situation will only continue and grow as they
would now have a fund that feeds all that expediently. One of the latest examples of that
was Governor Patrick’s use of over $12 million dollars in federal COPS stimulus monies to supplement the MSP budget. That $12 million should have gone to boots on the
ground answering 911 calls for police services on a daily basis in Springfield, Lawrence,
Fall River and yes, Boston.
www.bppa.org

Muni-Health “Reform” Still A Work In Progress

A

s we go to press time for the PAX, the Massachusetts Senate and House have en
tered into negotiations for final conference committee’s report settling the differences between the two budgets and then that version will end up on the Governor’s desk
for line item vetos or signatures.
As they consider final budget language on municipal health insurance, the BPPA
continues to lobby to keep in the forefront the impact these provisions will have on the
chronically ill, very sick and our retirees. All of these individuals could be devastated by
high co-pays and deductibles and that has to be at the forefront of their final version.
Both versions of the budget provide “savings” and but contain different approaches.
Look, these “savings” are achieved in large part by increasing co-pays and deductibles
to employees. So the term “savings” is semantics. Whether the reduction in costs for
health insurance comes from joining the GIC or from making plan design changes.
In both the House and Senate, a benchmark is tied to the GIC. Big difference is in the
Senate proposal it is based on the median GIC Medicare and Non-Medicare plan copayments, deductibles and other plan design features. In the House it is based on copays and deductibles that match those in GIC plan with the most subscribers ( the cheapest
plan). Both versions lower the cost of premiums and save money for municipalities and
for many workers. The Senate verison will provide some protection to ensure access to
quality health care.
The House and Senate set a 30-day decision deadline once the municipality has
made a proposal to the unions. Yet again it is the Senate version that offers a coalition
bargaining process for arriving at the cost savings and for deciding how to mitigate the
impact of proposed changes on retirees, low-income subscribers and those with high
out-of-pocket costs. All of the public employee unions and retirees are represented on
the Public Employee Committee.
But if there is no agreement; the matter is decided by a Municipal Health Insurance
Review Panel within 10 days. The panel is made up of one representative from the
municipality, one from the Public Employee Committee and one chosen from a list
provided by the Secretary of Administration and Finance. Panel has the authority to
confirm or revise savings estimates and determine if mitigation efforts are adequate. It
has the authority to reject a plan to move to the GIC that fails to achieve more than 10%
of the savings achieved by plan design changes. The panel’s decision is final and binding.
If the plan design changes meet the benchmark or if going into the GIC provides
greater than 10 percent additional savings to the city or town, the municipality can move
ahead with proposed changes. If the review panel finds the mitigation proposal insufficient to protect the very sick or retirees, it may allocate up to 33 percent of the first-year
total savings in the form of Health Reimbursement Arrangements, Medicare Part B
reimbursements, out-of-pocket caps, or other means. The Senate’s verison of how the
process would work gives employees some voice in making decisions that protect themselves and their families.
In both the House and Senate proposals, they place all eligible retirees into Medicare
and the ability of cities and towns to set up HRAs to protect those with high co-pays and
deductibles.
The Senate language goes further and protects retirees and survivors from excessive
insurance premium contributions. The language requires communities opting into the
expedited plan design process to charge retirees and survivors no more than the average
insurance premium contribution paid by active employees. This requirement is a failsafe measure that would only be triggered absent an agreement with the public employee committee setting employee, retiree and survivor contribution rates.
Under both the House and Senate versions certain to collective bargaining agreements in effect on July 1, 2011 are grandfathered in for the duration of the contract. In
the Senate version the political subdivision much vote each time it seeks to utilize the
provisions of this process. so changes would come up for a city council or town meeting
vote every time.
It also would require a city or town manager to have the same health plan offered to
their employees. It isn’t over until it’s over, but the look of this road is not a good one. It
is an attack on collective bargaining.
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Policing can’t be immigration enforcement
By Brian A. Kyes and Gladys Vega
olice departments and community organizations across the state depend on
the trust and cooperation of the entire community to solve crimes and preserve public
safety.
The Chelsea Police Department and the
Chelsea Collaborative have worked extremely hard over the past decade to build a
formidable relationship in order to foster an
environment where victims and witnesses
of crimes feel comfortable contacting and
collaborating with the police to solve criminal cases and enhance public safety. This
trust is fundamental in accomplishing effective law enforcement and essential community advocacy.
Such trust and the spirit of cooperation
run the risk of being eroded or at least adversely impacted by the “Secure Communities” program carried out by Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE).
Under this program, the fingerprints of
every individual who is arrested by local
and state police are checked by both the FBI
and ICE. ICE then flags people for possible
detention and removal.
If we create a situation where entire communities within Chelsea refuse or are hesitant to come forward and report crimes as
victims or witnesses because of fear of deportation or losing a family member to deportation, we are undermining the public
safety of us all.
We believe that Chelsea is safer when
officers are able to prioritize their responsibilities in protecting and serving the community, not engaged in separating families
and enhancing a cycle of fear and mistrust of law enforcement. Massachusetts
should maintain a clear distinction between the role of local police and the role
of Immigration and Customs Enforcement, especially when a blurring of these
roles is counterproductive to both police
and the community.
It is our contention that the vast majority of immigrants in Chelsea are here to provide for their families, and to live honest
and positive lives. Signing the state into the
“Secure Communities” program could possibly silence some victims who may be already reluctant to seek assistance from the
police. This silencing or chilling effect could
embolden some devious criminals to target
and prey on vulnerable, increasingly isolated communities and lead to a further in-

P

crease in crime.
It is our belief that Chelsea and Massachusetts as a whole would not be best
served if local law enforcement’s core
mission of investigating and preventing
dangerous crimes is compromised, or if

the prevailing notion is that the local police are enforcing immigration law, even
if indirectly. The trust we have built up
over the years is what will keep our communities safe — not “Secure Communities.”

(Brian A. Kyes is chief of the Chelsea
Police Department and Gladys Vega is executive director of the Chelsea Collaborative.)
(Reprinted from the Boston Herald, June
7, 2011.)

Chelsea Police Chief plain wrong
on ILLEGAL aliens
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
he accompanying op-ed appeared in
the Boston Herald, Saturday, June 4th,
2011, written by Chelsea Police Chief
Brian Kyes and Gladys Vega. It is wrongmorally, legally, ethically and factually in
so many respects I hardly know where to
begin, but it should not go unchallenged as
if it were composed by some law enforcement titan who had chosen to support the
darling of the liberal media, Gov. Deval
Patrick, on this issue.
First and foremost, Chief Kyes raises the
red-herring, false and phony issue which
all liberals do, which is that somehow,
someway “victims and witnesses (of crime)
will be afraid to come forward because of
fear of deportation….”. As the Chief well
knows, “victims and witnesses” of crime
DO NOT have their fingerprints checked
– people who are arrested and charged with
crimes, otherwise known as “suspects”,
Chief Kyes, DO.
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, Chief Kyes, your job is not to become a street-corner social worker bleating about the evil police “separating families”. That is, quite frankly, unmitigated
crap. Your job, and that of every Chelsea,
Boston, Municipal and State Police Officer
is (Do I have to remind you?) TO ENFORCE THE LAW. You may not personally agree with the law, but that’s none of
your concern. The people we are discussing here ARE NOT “undocumented workers”, Chief. They are ILLEGAL ALIENS.
They have crossed our borders, violated our
laws, and the vast majority of them (unless, of course, you live in a liberal cocoon,
which I suspect…), are not here to “live
the American dream” but instead to suck
the life out of our social welfare system.
They eat up welfare benefits, subsidized
housing, medical benefits, emergency
rooms, school seats for their children, and
a host of other benefits provided courtesy

T

of the American taxpayers.
I specifically noticed the lack of candor
in your statement that “It is our contention
that the vast majority of immigrants in
Chelsea are here to provide for their families, and to live honest and positive lives.”
Ahmm, Chief, have you really taken a good
look around Chelsea? Many of us have, and
continue passing through, if you get my
drift… It is not “immigrants” who are the
problem, whether in Chelsea or across the
nation. It is ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS.
If you are so deluded as to believe that the
MS-13 gang members wielding machetes
and guns who infest Chelsea are there to
“provide for their families”, then indeed, you
are the problem, not them.

Boston has participated in the federal pilot program for three years. We have not
noticed any breakdown in witness/victim
cooperation, according to our own Chief
Davis. Perhaps, however, some of our suspects could be encouraged to move to
Chelsea, where they will be safer, under
you guardianship. ILLEGAL criminal
aliens ARE the problem, Chief Kyes. If
you don’t understand that, then perhaps
you should shed any pretense of being a
law enforcement officer and admit that
you are merely a left-wing shill for political correctness and a diminutive, fawning, condescending Governor seeking to
curry favor with vocal loudmouths in the
ILLEGAL immigrant camp.

Quinn Bill lawsuit update
By Bryan Decker, Esq.,
Sandulli Grace, PC
he consolidated lawsuit filed by members of all three Boston Police Unions
is progressing at the Supreme Judicial
Court. As you know, in late January the
plaintiffs filed their brief arguing that the
City violated the law when it reduced Quinn
Bill payments to officers last year. The City
filed its brief in May, and the plaintiffs’ reply brief will be filed on June 14.
The Supreme Judicial Court has tentatively scheduled oral argument of the case
for the first week of September (the Court

T

www.bppa.org

does not hear cases in July and August in
order to catch up on issuing decisions). We
will inform you of the exact date and time
for the argument when it is scheduled. Normally, decisions issue within 6-8 weeks following the oral argument.
We remain optimistic that the Court will
find that the Quinn bill reductions were
unlawful, and will order all officers to be
made whole. Once the plaintiffs’ reply brief
is filed, it will be posted, along with the
City’s brief, on the Sandulli Grace blog,
www.sandulligraceonline.com.
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They Served With
Dignity and Honor
We Shall Not Forget Them

Police Officer
Thomas J. Keady

Police Officer
James P. Jones

Police Officer
Joseph L. Benson

Police Officer
John R. Furden

Police Officer
Robert F. Connors

April 2, 2011

April 4, 2011

April 16, 2011

April 21, 2011

April 22, 2011

Police Officer
Paul Baranoski

Police Sergeant
Robert E. Rogolio

Police Detective
Norman J. Holliday

Police Officer
Francis E. Pratt

Police Officer
David Silverman

April 25, 2011

May 9, 2011

May 12, 2011

May 15, 2011

May 18, 2011

Police Officer
Frank Goldman

Police Officer
Chester Wojcik

Police Detective
George F. Shamon

Police Detective
Dean R. Smith

Police Superintendent
Anthony J. Leone

May 25, 2011

May 28, 2011

June 1, 2011

June 7, 2011

June 9, 2011

We apologize for any errors or omissions.
www.bppa.org
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Health care law puts seniors at risk
Health care law puts seniors at risk
By Robert Coughlin
side from Representative Paul Ryan’s
plan for privatizing Medicare, the one
million citizens of Massachusetts enrolled
in the plan may be in for a rude surprise as
a result of last year’s health-care reform legislation. One of its provisions, if allowed to
stand, could impinge on seniors’ access to
quality care.
The health reform law established the
Independent Payment Advisory Board, or
IPAB, which is charged with developing
proposals to keep the cost of Medicare
down. The panel consists of 15 presidential
appointees. Any year Medicare is projected
to exceed target spending amounts, IPAB
is charged with instituting program changes
that will bring overall costs down.
Proponents tout IPAB as health-care
reform’s solution to rising costs. It isn’t.
A real solution would spell out proposed
changes so that seniors understand them and
have a chance to make their voices heard,
especially through members of Congress
voting on reforms. That’s what the democratic process is all about. But instead of
spelling out proposed reforms, last year’s
legislation covered them up – by vesting in
IPAB vast power to order changes in care.
When the board makes its “recommendations’’ for bringing costs down, federal
legislators have four months either to accept them, find equivalent cost-savings in
Medicare, or block them with a
supermajority vote. The system also denies
patients and doctors the option of challenging its decisions in court. In effect, the creation of IPAB takes our elected officials out

A

of the decision-making process. Medicare
enrollees and providers will be left with little
means to make their voices heard.
Supposedly as a protection, IPAB is limited in the changes it can mandate. It’s not
allowed to impose taxes or increase premiums. It’s not allowed to cut payment rates
to hospitals until 2020. But Medicare reimbursements to doctors are on the chopping
block from the beginning, as are payments
for Medicare drug benefits. What this means
for seniors is that IPAB will be able to “control costs’’ by offering doctors and other
Medicare providers only cents on the dollar
for their services caring for Medicare patients.
The harsh truth is that if IPAB decides
to cut payments to physicians to save
money, many doctors will simply no longer
accept Medicare patients.
“It’s creating an environment that’s not
conducive for physicians to survive in terms
of practicing medicine with predominantly
Medicare patients,’’ said Alice Coombs,
president of the Massachusetts Medical
Society. “Doctors want to take care of all
patients, but it becomes increasingly difficult for them to have an operational budget
to be able to do that.’’
According to an American Medical Association survey of 9,000 doctors nationwide, current reimbursement rates have already led 17 percent of all doctors, including 31 percent of primary care physicians,
to restrict the number of Medicare patients
in their practices. IPAB will only make this
serious problem worse.
Something similar will happen with prescription drug coverage. IPAB is empowered to cut reimbursement rates to provid-

ers under Medicare Part D. If and when it
does, providers will likely respond with
more restrictive drug formularies, ceasing
their coverage for more expensive medicines. Seniors will lose access to life-saving treatment options.
Reducing reimbursements will also impact investments in research and development at the nation’s pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms – those companies that are
on the frontlines looking for the medical
miracles of tomorrow. Developing a successful new drug can take decades and cost
billions. Many initially promising avenues
of research turn out to be dead ends. These
are expenses companies will be unwilling
to make if they are concerned, quite rightly,
that an all-powerful and unaccountable
board will ultimately decide whether and
how much they will be paid.
Before we cut health-care products and
services, let’s first eliminate more of the

Directors of the
Retired
Patrolmen’s
Division of the
BPPA:
John Murphy
David Mackin
Joe Vannelli
Joe O’Malley
Billy Flippin
fraud, mismanagement, and high administrative costs. And let’s make sure the process of finding ways to economize is not a
closed system, but one open to the input of
seniors and their doctors, as well as accountable to the public. Handing discretionary
power over to IPAB will end up hurting the
Americans who need our help the most.
IPAB is not the prescription for what ails
Medicare.
(Robert Coughlin is the president &
CEO of the Massachusetts Biotechnology
Council.)
(Reprinted from the Boston Globe, May
31, 2011.)

BPPA retirees cookout set for July 7th
Our next meeting will be
Thursday, July 7th, 2011 at 1:00 PM at the
BPPA Office, 9-11 Shetland Street, Boston.
There will be a short informal meeting followed
by a cookout for all BPPA retirees.
– Directors of the Retired Patrolmen’s Division of the BPPA

“The Blue Goose” at the Police Memorial Mass,
Sunday, June 5, 2011
Special thanks to Gregg Kenney of Neponset Circle Car Wash
for his work on the old wagon.

BPPA RETIRED PATROLMEN’S DIVISION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: ___________________________
Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________
Home Phone: ____________________ Cell Phone: ________________
Date of Appointment: _________ Date of Retirement: ___________
Email: ______________________________________________________
Annual Dues are $24.00. The year runs from March to March.
Please mail this application and $24.00 annual dues to the:

BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division
9-11 Shetland Street, Boston, MA 02119
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PAXCENTURION Section B
Boston Police Relief Association
Memorial Sunday • June 5, 2011

See more photos on pages B4 & B5
www.bppa.org
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Pop quiz:
Mid-year edition

hich of the following news stories
from the end of April 2011 is clearly
the most newsworthy?
• Obama finally releases his birth certificate, silencing Donald Trump and
(mostly) killing one of the most pathetic
conspiracy theory movements ever
spawned.
• Over 300 people killed in the southeastern states in one of the largest, deadliest tornado outbreaks in American history.
• Gas begins hitting $4.00 per gallon in
some places
• Carriage-drawing horse briefly runs
loose during the royal wedding procession,
very nearly ruining a magical day (Hint:
Google “Tuscaloosa Tornado” and “Royal
Wedding Horse”; compare number of hits)
What, rather than cheering in the streets,
should have been the general reaction of the
American public to Osama bin Laden’s
death, according to certain professional
pundits and politicians?
• Cheering in the streets
• Quiet, restrained approval and satisfaction
Oh, how dreadfully barbaric and uncouth! How could anyone rejoice in the
death of…what’s that? People celebrated in
the streets when Hitler died too? Well,
that’s…different…somehow. Don’t change
the subject!
Speaking of bin Laden, which of the following titles were found among the rather
extensive porn collection discovered at his
final hiding spot (no, really, they actually
did find some)?
• A textbook on livestock anatomy
• Mohadisa Does Mecca
• Burqa Bombshells
• Suspicious Packages
• Between The Sheiks
• Drill, Baby, Drill

• Arab Sprung
• When Harem Met Salafi
• The Satanic Virgins
• The Men Who Stare at Goats
• Episodes of the Rosie O’Donnell Show
• Seabiscuit
If the day on which you declared the
Apocalypse would begin passes without
incident, what is the best course of action
to taken following the failure of the Lord to
make his terrifying, divine wrath manifest?
Publicly apologize for being a shameless fraud, and refund every dollar donated
to your ministry by the panicked and desperate
Buy a small island with said fraudulently-obtained money, and never show your
face to the world again
Shut down your radio station for several
days following the non-Rapture, then make
a declaration stating that the End of All
Things is REALLY going to happen five
months later now.
�����
If a certain American president makes a
state visit to the Republic of Ireland, what
is the best way to flatter the Irish people?
Encourage the Irish during the difficult
economy by reminding them that they managed to become Europe’s poorest (non-communist) country to one of the continent’s
five strongest economies in a matter of years
Remark upon the transformative effect
Irish-Americans have had upon U.S. politics.
Praise Ireland for the country’s disproportionate influence in the European Union
Tell the Irish how they “overcame occupation,” which I’m sure must have sat well
with a certain other island nation who are
supposed to be our closest ally.
– Patrick Carnell, Canisius College
graduate, Buffalo, NY

Power of Attorney
Health Care Proxy
Protect yourself and your family
by being prepared for life’s surprises
Call us today to find out how these two legal documents
available for less than $400 can work for you
Don Green

Law Office of Donald E. Green
(A full service law firm)
2235 Washington Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 442-0050
toll free (877) DON-GREEN

As we have over the past 29 years,
we offer a discounted fee to police officers

THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
Proudly supports the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s
Association Scholarship Fund
www.bcg.com

www.bppa.org
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A PART OF AMERICA DIED
Somebody killed a policeman today
and part of America died.
A piece of our country he swore to protect
will be buried with him at his side.
The suspect who shot him will stand up in court,
with counsel demanding his rights,
While a young widowed mother must work for her kids
and spend many long, lonely nights.
The beat that he walked was a battlefield, too,
just as if he’d gone off to war.
Though the flag of our nation won’t fly at half-mast
to his name they will add a gold star.
Yes, somebody killed a policeman today,
it happened in your town and mine.
While we slept in comfort behind our locked doors,
a cop put his life on the line.
Now his ghost walks a beat on a dark city street,
and he stands at each rookies side.
He answered the call, and gave us his all.
And part of America died.
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FINAL INSPECTION
The Police Officer stood and faced God,
Which must always come to pass.
He hoped his shoes were shining,
Just as brightly as his brass.
“Step forward now, you policeman,
How shall I deal with you?
Have you always turned the other cheek?
To My Church have you been true?”
The policeman squared his shoulders and said,
“No, Lord, I guess I ain’t.
Because those of us who carry guns,
Can’t always be a saint.
I’ve had to work most Sundays,
And at times my talk was tough.
And sometimes I’ve been violent,
Because the world is awfully rough.
But, I never took a penny,
That wasn’t mine to keep...
Though I worked a lot of overtime,
When the bills got just too steep.
And I never passed a cry for help,
Though at times I shook with fear.
And sometimes, God, forgive me,
I’ve wept unmanly tears.
I know I don’t deserve a place,
Among the people here.
They never wanted me around,
Except to calm their fears.
If you’ve a place for me here, Lord,
It needn’t be so grand.
I never expected or had too much,
But if you don’t, I’ll understand.”
There was a silence all around the throne,
Where the saints had often trod.
As the police officer waited quietly,
For the judgment of his God.
“Step forward now, you policeman,
You’ve borne your burdens well.
Walk peacefully on Heaven’s streets,
You’ve done your time in Hell.”
– Author Unknown

www.bppa.org
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Veterans’ Corner:

Patrick M. Rose, C-11

We need the strength to back up our words

W

ell, once again Memorial Day has
drifted on by with no end in sight to
the wars in the Middle East. By some accounts you would think it’s actually getting
worse with the unrest among the Arab and
Middle Eastern Nationals throughout the
region.
I don’t really get the fact that we are once
again involving ourselves in other Nations
internal struggles and civil wars and simultaneously planning on downsizing our military. Maybe it’s just me, but if you are going to stick your nose into other peoples’
business, then you should really have the
strength to back it up.
By the way, I don’t believe that it’s the
smartest move or very good politics to try
and tell our ONLY FRIEND in the region,
(Israel), how to protect their borders and
where their borders should or shouldn’t be
located.
I mean how do you think we would react if the President of the USA was invited
to Mexico City and the President of Mexico
decided to lecture our President, (through
the world media I might add), about the
USA returning California, New Mexico and
Texas to Mexico?! Not the same thing you
say, well YES it is! We have a President
that consistently ‘screws the pooch’ when
it comes to foreign affairs. Yup, I’ll give him
credit, Osama was killed during his watch,
but it’s time to get his head out of the sand
when it comes to actually dealing with the
ONLY TRUE ALLIES that we have in that
region!
Every time he opens his mouth about the
sovereign State of Israel, more stuff hits the
fan and it just fuels the flames of discontent
and hatred, a few more mortars are
launched, innocents are killed, border
guards (Soldiers) are murdered, enough.
Shut up, it’s not your country, if you are so
worried about peace in the Middle East, then
continue to back Israel’s moves. They have
survived through STRENGTH, not pandering to public opinion! If you really want
peace, stop talking about downsizing our
military, and for God’s sake get control of
the Nukes in Pakistan and India, (talk about
waiting for the s__t to hit the fan!).
Speaking of the Military, I wonder how
our National Guard is coping with the natural disasters and devastation not only here
in Massachusetts, but across the entire country.
What I’m implying is that most of the
National Guard’s Engineer Equipment and
the Equipment that use to be readily available in case of Natural Disasters here in the
good ole USA, has been allocated to the
war on terror. Ah yes, downsizing comes
with a price. We have taken our Militia, our
Citizen Soldier, our real homeland security
and have been augmenting the active forces
with them and their equipment. The National Guard or Militia as it was once known
is basically no more.
What we have in the wake of post 9-11
America is an Active Military and a Part

Time Military. The problem with the Part
Time Military is that their Equipment is also
used by the Active Military and pre-positioned for the use of the Part Time Military.
That leaves us at home holding the proverbial bag as it was.
We have Soldiers or Airmen that we can
mobilize in time of disaster; however they
are sorely lacking the tools and equipment
to do a proper job.
These are the little things that ‘Joe the
taxpayer’ doesn’t think about when he or
she allows the Government to “Downsize”
your Military. Yes I did say “allows”, because by continuing to elect these buffoons,
you the voter have allowed their irresponsible and reckless behavior to continue. You
must be involved, you must get involved or
our country is doomed to failure.
These safeguards that are being dismantled, through downsizing the Military,
will definitely come back to haunt us, as
they do now in Western Massachusetts and
out in the Midwest USA. All the while Government at all levels, continue to downsize
and underfund public safety. This, my
friends is a recipe for disaster in of itself!
The day is fast approaching when the call
for help will not be answered.
Well as I said earlier in the article, Memorial Day has come and gone. As a matter of fact, by the time you read this, I’m
sure Flag Day and Bunker
Hill Day will have also
passed by. While most of
us were cooking out or attending a backyard party or
BBQ, some of our Brothers were in Afghanistan
fighting the War on Terror.
Pictured at the right are
three of our Brother Officers at Camp Phoenix in Afghanistan. They didn’t forget to Honor those that
have fallen and come before us, I hope you didn’t.
Pictured from left to right:
Major George Boggs (aka
Police Officer BPD Special
Ops), Lt. Colonel Robert
Dwan (aka Lt. Bobby
Dwan BPD AREA E-13)
and Major James Blake
(aka Sergeant James Blake
BPD AREA B-2). Not
available for the photo shoot but also serving in Afghanistan are 1LT Tlaloc
Cutroneo (aka Officer Tlaloc Cutroneo
BPD YVSF) and Major Kevin
McGoldrick (aka Lt. Kevin McGoldrick
BPD Special Ops).

Health Related Issues
Three additional diseases now qualify as
service connected conditions for Exposure
to Agent Orange. These are: Hairy (or B)
cell leukemia, Ischemic Heart Disease and
Parkinson’s Disease. Hairy or B cell leu-
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kemia is a rare, slow growing cancer of the
blood in which bone marrow makes too
many B cells, a type of white blood cell that
fights infection. This disease is uncommon
but fatal; however treatment can lead to remission for many years. Some of the symptoms are: Fatigue, Easy Bruising, Recurring infections, Weakness, Weight Loss and
a constant feeling of fullness in the abdomen making it uncomfortable to eat. Ischemic heart disease is a reduced blood
flow to the heart. It is usually caused by
coronary artery disease, a buildup of plaque
in the arteries causing them to harden and
narrow. This is the most common cause of
Death in America. Some symptoms are:
Chest Pain (angina), Shortness of breath
and Pain, numbness, weakness or coldness
in the legs or arms. Parkinson’s disease
which gradually degrades the central nervous system. There is no known cure for
Parkinson’s; however there are different
drugs available to treat the symptoms. Some
symptoms are: Tremors, usually beginning
in the hands, Slowed motion, such as shuffling feet or difficulty initiating simple motor tasks, Rigid muscles, Impaired posture
and balance, Loss of automatic movements
such as blinking, smiling etc., Speech
changes such as slurring words or hesitating before speaking and Dementia can occur in the later stages. Even if you have

been previously denied VA care for these
disabilities, you can reapply and will be
given VA care and treatment. To be eligible,
Veterans must have served on land, went
ashore or served on the inland waterways
of Vietnam between January 9, 1962 and
May 7, 1975. For more information or assistance concerning Agent Orange Exposure Disabilities, Call the helpline @ 1-800749-8387 or e-mail: GW/AOHelpline@vba
.va.gov. The VA’s Agent Orange website is:
www.vba.va.gov/bln/21/benefits/herbicide/
#bm01. I hope this has been of some help
to those of you suffering.

Eligibility Criteria for a
VA National Cemetery
Burial
Believe it or not, the question is posed
to me dozens of times a year. All activeduty military Veterans who meet service
requirements and are Honorably discharge
are eligible for burial in a VA National Cemetery. Any reservist or National Guardsmen
that qualify for a reserve retired pension
(minimum 20 years of service and have attained the age of 60) have also earned the
right to be buried in a VA National Cemetery. Spouses, minor children and parents
of active duty troops killed in action may
also be eligible. Persons that are definitely
NOT eligible are former spouses, other family members and persons with a Dishonorable Discharge along with any person found
guilty of a capital crime. The gravesite,
headstone or marker, along with a US Flag
are provided at no cost to the deceased’s
family. Casket burials are approximately
$950.00 and burying cremated remains runs
about $675.00. To verify your eligibility, fax
a copy of your DD214 to 1-866-900-6417,
and then call 1-800-535-1117 to begin the
process. Nobody likes to talk about it but,
plan ahead, help your family out! We’re all
going to end up there someday.
�����

This is a great time of year to inspect
those Flags that you all are flying proudly
out there. If your Flag is torn, tattered or
just looks ‘ratty’, why don’t you replace it.
Drop the old ones off at your local VFW or
AMVETS Post; we will dispose of them
properly.
�����
Summer time is upon us, I wish you all
well and hope that you have a joyful summer. Talk to you in September.
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News Brieflets…
Compiled and commented upon by Patrick Carnell, Canisius College graduate, Buffalo, NY

“Close allies of Iran’s president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, have been accused of using
supernatural powers to further his policies amid an increasingly bitter power struggle
between him and the country’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. Several people
said to be close to the president and his chief of staff, Esfandiar Rahim Mashaei, have been
arrested in recent days and charged with being “magicians” and invoking djinns (spirits).”
– The Guardian, 5/5/11
Keep in mind that we are supposed to engage these same people on the world stage as
if they were rational, logic-minded people. When you claim authority based on “the will of
God” rather than the consent of the governed, this is what happens.

����������

Best Wishes to the
Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association

The passengers sat stunned as they watched [Rageh Almurisi] walk quickly toward the
front of American Airlines Flight 1561 as it was descending toward San Francisco. He
was screaming and then began pounding on the cockpit door….Andrew Wai, another passenger, told KGO-TV on Monday that the wife of one of the men who took Almurisi down
later said Almurisi was yelling “Allahu Akbar.”
– Associated Press, 5/9/11
Of course, after this Yemeni man attempted to storm the cockpit while yelling “Allahu
akbar,” the authorities admitted they were mystified as to what Almurisi’s mysterious,
labyrinthine, inscrutable motives for his actions could have possibly been.

����������
“Ron Paul says he would not have authorized the mission that led to the death of
Osama bin Laden, and that President Barack Obama should have worked with the Pakistani government instead of authorizing a raid. “I think things could have been done
somewhat differently,” Paul said this week. “I would suggest the way they got Khalid
[Sheikh] Mohammed. We went and cooperated with Pakistan. They arrested him, actually,
and turned him over to us, and he’s been in prison. Why can’t we work with the government?”
– Politico, from an interview on WHO Radio, 5/12/11.
If you thought a California Democrat would be the first to shed tears over the death of
Osama bin Laden, you’ll be surprised to learn it was actually the Rev. Jim Jones of the
Republican party, Ron Paul. Paul desperately wants people outside his little cult of college
campus libertarians to think of him as a beacon of restraint and moderation on matters of
foreign policy, but, as evidenced by his clearly delusional belief that Pakistan is an ally,
sounds more like an unmedicated schizophrenic mumbling into his empty shot glasses at
a bar.

REGIMENT CAPITAL ADVISORS, LP
222 Berkeley Street, 12th Floor
Boston, MA 02116
Tel. 617-488-1600
Email: info@regimentcapital.com

����������
“The US President rejected the invitation from the world-leading group of scientists
and instead chose to visit a south London state school. Sources close to the state visit said
members of the Royal Society were “deeply offended” by the snub and had accused Mr
Obama of being obsessed with his “street cred”.
– The Telegraph, 5/26/11.
I’m going to disagree with the Brits here and say that Obama made the right call in
turning down the award. After receiving the Nobel Peace Prize for achieving absolutely
nothing for the cause of world peace, it was not in his best interest to accept a science
award for doing…what, exactly? Successfully breathing?

����������
A senior Egyptian general admits that “virginity checks” were performed on women
arrested at a demonstration this spring, the first such admission after previous denials by
military authorities…”We didn’t want them to say we had sexually assaulted or raped
them, so we wanted to prove that they weren’t virgins in the first place,” the general said.
“None of them were (virgins).”
– CNN, 5/31/11.
So, if none of them were virgins, that automatically means they couldn’t have been
raped? Is this what passes for logic in Egypt? People like this guy wonder why Israel has
such high levels of support in the United States, but it’s not because of any murderous
Jewish conspiracy…it’s because things like this tend to happen at an uncomfortably high
frequency throughout much of the Islamic world.

����������
“A Gurkha soldier who single-handedly defeated more
than 30 Taliban fighters has been awarded the Conspicuous Gallantry Cross by the Queen. Corporal Dipprasad
Pun, 31, described how he was spurred on by the belief
that he was going to die and so had nothing to lose in
taking on the attackers who overran his checkpoint in Afghanistan. His gallantry award is second only to the
Victoria Cross - the highest honour for bravery in the face
of the enemy.”
– The Daily Mail, 6/2/11
He fired 400 rounds of ammunition, threw 17 grenades,
set off a landmine, and was finally reduced to using the
tripod of his machine gun to bludgeon Taliban in melee
combat. They probably went in there thinking, “Hey, this’ll
be easy!” and learned the hard way the same painful lesson the Japanese discovered about the Gurkhas in World
War II, namely that when you see a man like this:
…Holding a knife like that, you should begin praying
to whatever God will have you.

THE BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

PEER SUPPORT UNIT

We are a peer-driven support program
for police officers and their families.
Our program is strictly confidential
and is available to all
police officers and their families.

Group or individual help with handling
family and life issues, alcohol, drugs,
anger and domestic issues.
Referral for specialist as needed.

251 River Street, Mattapan, MA 02126
Office: 617-598-7888 (Mon.-Fri. 9 to 5)
Off-Hours, On-Call Peer Counselor:
617-343-4680
Sometimes even we need a little help from our friends!

www.bppa.org
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It is our firm belief that community is about people helping people...

At Mt. Washington Bank, we believe that helping each other
is the most vital contribution we can make
to building a strong, safe community.

Mt. Washington Bank
is a proud sponsor of the

Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association, Inc.
Totally FREE Checking
Totally FREE Business Checking
FREE Online Banking & BillPay
Home Mortgages | Home Equity Lines of Credit
FREE e-Statements/Combined Statements
ATM/Debit MasterCard*

Connecting all offices in South Boston,
Dorchester and Jamaica Plain
617.268.0379 � www.MtWashingtonBank.com
Customer purchases checks.
*$1.00 monthly fee waived after 3
credit/signature-based transactions.
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proud

supporter

of

the

BOSTON POLICE PATROLMEN’S ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND

A kid can dream, right?
And with Prudential’s support of the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association Scholarship Fund, the children
of Boston’s finest can dream just a little bigger. It’s our
way of saying thank you to the men and women who
make things just a little easier for the rest of us—each
and every day.

The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ 07102-3777. Prudential, Prudential Financial, the Rock logo, and the Rock Prudential logo are
registered service marks of The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ, and its affiliates.
IFS-A157251 Ed. 11/08
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Lincoln Property Company &
84 State Street....

are pleased to support the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association, Inc.
617-951-4100
225 Franklin Street

www.bppa.org

617-737-3315 (fax)
23rd Floor

www.lpcboston.com
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
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WE’RE PROUD TO STAND BEHIND THE
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
Natixis Global Asset Management is not afﬁliated
with the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association.
CC757-0109
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Remember the fight
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Truth or
consequences?
By Kevin Doogan
he unfortunate reality of today is that the culture of refusing to cooperate with police is at
such a high level that prosecuting those criminally
responsible has become impossible in a great many
cases.
Victims and witnesses alike refuse to cooperate and or blatantly lie about the incident so as to
limit their personal involvement in the case.
People with seemingly no possible reason to
lie do just that and impede the state’s ability to
prosecute the most vicious and heartless of the
criminal element thus enabling their criminal behavior and ensuring more victims to follow.
The state has proposed increasing the penalties
for witness and victim intimidation however the
seed is so deeply planted in society today that even
gunfire on a residential street doesn’t necessarily
result in a 911 call to police.
People are either scared to help police or more
so just indifferent. It is increasingly becoming my
experience that the only person(s) interested in catching a criminal and bringing him or her to justice is the
police.
The victims on too many cases either choose to
right the wrongs committed against them by precipitating the violence with their own form of street
justice or they count themselves lucky and choose
to let the next victim stand up for themselves. Either way the public loses and the violence continues almost unfettered.
Drastic times call for drastic measures and as
case after case gets flushed down the judicial toilet I believe the answer may lay in the enforcement of seldom used laws. I also believe through
prosecution and publication the state will be able
to curb the level of prosecutorial interference and
indifference with regards to witnesses and victims
perjuring themselves.
I believe a good first step in this direction is to
hold people accountable to their oath.
When a person is sworn to tell the truth the
whole truth and nothing but the truth so help me
God and they state “I do” it is my belief that these
words aren’t just a punch line.
When the state can prove that a witness or victim is lying I say charge them, prosecute them and
publicize it for all to see.
I’m sick to death of everyone blaming the police and the District Attorney’s Office for this rising tide of violence when the family and friends
of murder victims, victims of all varieties of crimes
actively stonewall investigations, lie and withhold
evidence.
Enough is enough, if people won’t voluntarily
do the right thing then on the occasion when we
can prove/charge a person with perjury I believe it
is time to do so and do it publicly. Slap these people
into reality or prosecute them publicly for all to
see why a case is being sabotaged or dismissed
and who is not holding up their part of the bargain.
It is society that decides what the laws are, what
type of behavior is acceptable or unacceptable in
society, I say let the public see what is really going on.
If people really want to “Stop the Violence” they
have to come together and “Stop the Silence.” It
would also make things much easier if the lying
wasn’t condoned or ignored.

T
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We Salute the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association
Scholarship Fund.
A Friend
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EATON VANCE IS
A PROUD SPONSOR OF
The Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association
Scholarship Fund
to Benefit Families of Police Officers

E AT O N VA N C E
A L EADING F INANCIAL S ERVICES C OMPANY
W ITH 80 Y EARS
O F I NVESTMENT M ANAGEMENT E XPERIENCE
© 2004 Eaton Vance Distributors, Inc. • The Eaton Vance Building • 255 State Street • Boston, MA 02109 • www.eatonvance.com

www.bppa.org
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Harvard Medical School

Boston Medical Center

We are privileged to work
in the City of Boston with
many of its renowned

Brigham and
Women’s Hospital

Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute

Waterside Place

Boston Red Sox

institutions and businesses.

Construction Management

William A. Berry & Son, Inc.
99 Conifer Hill Drive
Danvers, MA 01923
T: 978.774.1057
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PAXCENTURION Section C
Bow your heads in shame!
By Mark A. Bruno
hat has become obvious to organized
labor in the State of Massachusetts
is that we are fast losing friends in the
Democratic Party. What was once solid as
a rock to union members was the loyal support given to them by their Democratic leaders. It appears that support is waning, and
that tight bond we shared is slipping away.
Being a true blue Democrat in this state always meant being loyal and steadfast to the
men and women who are union members.
These are the people who held signs for
these politicians and put them in office.
What happened? I guess Caesar had his
Brutus, and we have our House Speaker
Robert DeLeo. Obviously he forgot where
he came from, or just decided to stick a knife
in our back for no reason. If this sounds
harsh and cuts to the bone it is meant to.
Representative DeLeo and his minions have
decided to attack the very foundation of organized labor, and that is what has this writer
livid.
For those Democrats who stood with labor and delivered the right vote, I applaud
you and will endeavor to give you my undying support. Truly you understood that
an attack on collective bargaining was tak-
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ing place. You knew that the Democratic
Party and their leaders got to where they
are by placing themselves on the backs of
organized labor and its members. When did
this great Democratic state of ours change
their ideology? Democrats like Joe
Moakley, God rest his soul, had the utmost
respect for labor. My own Father who
worked as a laborer all his life was loyal to
the Democratic Party for their staunch support of unions. I know the economy is bad,
but assaulting the very foundation of organized labor will go against the very principal for which it stands.
To say I’m disenchanted with the whole
state of politics is an understatement. We
have Democrats acting like Republicans,
and now all of a sudden being a union member in this country is like being a communist. It’s the red scare all over again with
union members being treated like pariahs.
I guess we are to blame for the state of the
economy. In the past year I’ve had my pay
cut by $107.00 a week, and my healthcare
costs have gone up. Well Mr. Speaker, I
guess I’m supposed to be really happy about
these fabulous changes. These unwarranted
cuts have affected my family’s quality of
life. What you politicians have done are

taken an ax to the middle class families of
this state, who happen to be the hard-working men and women who work two jobs to
support their families. No longer can these
families afford small luxuries, or take a
much deserved vacation. Between the price
of gas going up, which in turn drives everything else up, we find ourselves living from
check-to-check. Add to this the fact that our
political leadership has us paying healthcare
for every hump and deadbeat that can find
their way into our great Commonwealth.
Of course this is all being done on the backs
of the hard working middle class families
of this state.
We are being asked to pony up more and
more to bail out an already foundering

healthcare program which is sucking the life
out of the state budget. SNAP OUT OF
THAT COMA YOU ARE IN, PLEASE!
It is not working. This system penalizes the
hard-working class people of this state who
deserve better. It is the actions and inactions
of the political leadership in this state which
have caused me to become disenchanted.
Obviously these politicians have forgotten
their roots. Yes Mr. Speaker I consider the
attack of my wages and healthcare benefits as an attack on my family. All of you
individuals who voted to strike down our
right to collectively bargain our own
healthcare have sold out to the establishment. For this you should all bow your
heads in shame.

Boston Police Blood Drive
Wednesday, June 22, 2011 • 7:30 am - 1:30 pm
Boston Police Headquarters
1 Schroeder Plaza, Boston
For an appointment, please call
1-800-RED CROSS (1-800-733-2767) or
visit www.redcrossblood.org

Charles River Associates is proud to support

The Boston Police Patrolmen’s
Association Scholarship Fund
www.crai.com
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If you don’t expect too much, you’ll seldom be disappointed
By P.O. Jay Moccia
Florida Preacher carried out his threat
to burn the Koran (as is his Constitutional Right in these United States) and
those followers of Islam went on a Christian killing rampage across the Middle East.
If they are the Religion of Peace and we’re
the savages, how come we aren’t out killing them after they burn our flag or effigies
of our leaders?
Why is training to spot an armed suspect only 8 hours, but training cops to put
in a child car seat is 32? It’s a simple
$%^$#@ seat belt buckle-and we cannot
be that dumb, and if you think otherwise,
why can’t you put in your own baby seat.
If a budget impasse is not resolved, and
the Government shuts down, I can guarantee you no elected official will miss a check.
I recently had to fill out some medical
forms, and I was asked if I indulge in “recreational drug” use, including heroin or
crack! Recreational? Hell, that’s a lifestyle!
Have you ever noticed how appetizing
the food looks in every fast food joints’ ads?
The only exception – Taco Bell
For all you aspiring “Metrosexual” guys
out there, I include this little tidbit: Yoga
was developed so that Indian WOMEN
would be supple enough to perform every
position in the “Kama Sutra.” Think of that
next time-you downward dogs!
The Massachusetts Supreme Court
found that the mere odor of marijuana does
not give Police a reason to begin an investigation. Pay no attention to the fact they are
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routinely referred to as the “High Court.”
Speaking of the aforementioned “High
Court,” they also ruled Mass taxpayers are
on the hook for medical expenses accrued
by aliens living here under our State mandated Health Plan. Looks like the Judges
took it upon themselves to dispose of the
evidence in that pot case before they heard
this one.
Why is it, whenever you go to a convenience store, one of the front doors is always locked? That’s not very...convenient.
I did a detail for the Boston Water and
Sewer Department, and while working in
the Back Bay, they opened up one of the
sewers. Contrary to what the residents think,
it did not smell like ice cream, sunshine and
kittens!
The City of Boston, as well as several
other communities across the state, is mulling the use of “traffic cameras” to cite drivers for red light violations. Now I don’t
know if anyone else out there has noticed
or if I’m just paranoid, but there seems to
be an increase in the number of red lights,
stop signs, and crosswalks being installed
in our fair city. We have streets with crosswalks on every corner, and useless pedestrian lights that cause traffic backups which
endanger public safety (yet STILL no
crosswalk at BPD HQ). For people who are
supposed to be environmentally conscious,
our Democratic leaders are going out of
their way to increase greenhouse gasses by
causing traffic jams! The real issue here is
privacy, not the outside of my car, but the

A few Father’s Day thoughts
By Kevin Doogan
s the weeks turn into years and the
years into decades I’m struck by the
progression of life. As a middle-aged father of three, I found myself thinking back
on my youth, my transition into marriage,
then fatherhood and now, in what seems like
the blink of an eye, my children are in their
twenties. I think of the impact and lessons,
some hard and some not so hard, that the
father figures in my life have bestowed upon
me. I was fortunate to have two strong male
figures in my life.
First and foremost of course was my dad,
a hard working, hard playing, strong willed
and opinionated man with a great sense of
humor and an unrelenting sense of family.
Sometimes my pal, sometimes a wrestling
foe, sometimes my judge, jury and executioner but always a teacher, a confidant, a
grounding force and a safety valve that kept
me safe and on an even keel. He never let
me get neither too full of myself nor too
low on myself; he taught me humility and
pride and how to balance success and failure gracefully. He taught me that it was always better to be a leader than it was to be a
follower. I’m not talking about standing out
amongst the crowd but instead to quietly
go about your own business and not to fall
victim to peer pressure, lead by example
not on a soapbox.
I learned many of the lessons needed to
become an adult. I learned that a slap in the
mouth never killed anyone and that the
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thought of getting one sometimes was
enough to deter me from making a huge
mistake and taking the wrong direction. He
taught me to stand up for myself and not to
be bullied.
My dad was friendly and playful but
never my friend, he was my dad. At the time
I was envious of my friends whose dads
were more part of the gang than mine was,
but now in retrospect I realize children have
enough friends on their own, children need
parents not buddies. I also learned from my
dad that fear is a good thing, whether it’s a
fear of a slap, a harsh look or the disappointment he would display when I slipped up.
Whether he knew it or not, my Dad was
a great role model. It’s funny what sticks
with a kid as he goes through life. I’m sure
when my Dad passed his little snippets of
life that stuck with me they weren’t meant
to be words to live by and were said off the
top of his head. But I can’t think of an occasion that has arisen that I haven’t heard
his voice or that of my grandfather in my
head sending me in the right direction.
Time has flown by, Dad passed away
three years ago and Pa’s been gone twenty
years but a day doesn’t go by that I don’t
think of them, miss them or pray for guidance from them. So if you are fortunate
enough to still have your Dad, or whom ever
your father figure happens to be, do the right
thing and let them know you love and respect them. Life is too short! Happy Father’s
Day Dad, we miss you.

passenger compartment-think it’s not private? Then try to search it without a policy,
probable cause or a warrant! These cameras will do nothing more than cause accidents as drivers jam the brakes to avoid
going through what they’d tell us was a “yellow” light, or provide a steady revenue
stream as drivers contest a ticket citing the
OWNER not the Operator (who I let drive
my car is NOT the Commonwealth’s business, nor am I required to tell them). Regardless of my defense, in order to fight the
ticket, it would still cost me $25 for a hearing, and $50 to go before the judge, after
the Globe or Herald does an expose’ on
Clerks dismissing tickets based on the fact
you can’t prove who’s driving. Big Brother
is watching!
Just an afterthought on the previous item:
using this logic: “the Police can’t be everywhere to enforce travel regulations in the
interest of Public Safety, so using cameras
is a good way to get voluntary compliance”;
I would opt that:” the Police can’t be everywhere to keep criminals from robbing
citizens, so issuing residents of Boston (who
are eligible) Licenses to Carry Firearms
would cut down the amount of robberies.” I
would insist our elected Officials give this
prospect the same consideration…
As I write this, it’s almost the end of May
(and if no PAX comes out you’ll know the
“End of Days” May 21, 2011 people were
right) and I admit to still using my car heater
as I drive home from a first half. I haven’t
worn a pair of shorts since I left Aruba in
March. If anyone runs into Al Gore, or as I
like to call him; “an inconvenient goof”; fell
free to kick him in the family jewels for me.
Before everyone goes all partisan on
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker, remember that our own DEMOCRAT Gov. Deval
Patrick beat him to the punch, as he voided
UNION bargained and signed contracts
when he cut our Quinn Bill benefits. Just
an FYI: while other workers endured pay
freezes, no raises, or increased job responsibility, only Law Enforcement got their pay
cut by a measurable amount.
Rather than make cuts that would eliminate fraud and waste, Dems just want to
raise the debt ceiling…if only that option
were available to us!
Hooray! Hooray! For the first of May,
Osama bin-Laden was killed today! Congratulations to the brave men of Seal Team
6 who put down this vile excuse for a human. I only hope that before they threw his
carcass out of the chopper, they prepared it
in the traditional Muslim way-washed in
urine and wrapped in bacon! Say hello to
Saddam when you get to hell you filthy savage! As to the secrecy of the members of
the team that got him, I’m all for it. If their
names got out, they’d either drown in free
beer or be slapped on the back to death, but
I would like the satisfaction of seeing the
photos of bin-Laden’s corpse. Along with
eliminating public enemy number one, the
Seals also gathered intelligence that’s been
useful. The first piece released to the public, through the media was that we’ve been
spelling his name wrong all these years. His
Al Qaeda EBT card showed the proper

spelling of his first name as U-S-A-M-A.
Wow, and to think in my cynical mind, I
thought it was just because every anchor
kept saying Obama was killed.
On a recent shopping excursion, I saw
on a display for sale a size 4XL leather
jacket. If you’re that big, you should probably just wear the cow!
If a fireman rushes into a burning building humping a hose and an axe, runs up a
flight of stairs and collapses of a heart attack, while he battles the blaze, he is carried injured on duty. If an EMT responds to
a call, and has to carry a 300 pound loafer
down three flights of project stairs on a
stretcher and collapses of a heart attack,
he’s carried injured on duty. If a cop chases
a purse snatcher, tackles him to the ground,
wrestles a pair of cuffs on him, and collapses
of a heart attack, he’s carried SICK! Yup,
sick. It seems, somewhere along the line,
it’s been determined we all have diseased
hearts. Now I’ll admit to being heartless at
times, but this is ridiculous! What about the
“Heart Bill” you ask? For us, it’s for Retirement Purposes ONLY. This might be
something to put on the table during contract negotiations. In the meantime, keep up
your cardio, and stay healthy.
If clothes make the man, then accessories make the woman.
New York Rep. Anthony Weiner (D)isgusting pervert is in trouble for sending pix
of his “wiener” to several young women.
After denials failed and the truth was found,
Weiner became whiner and issued a teary
apology, but refused to resign. Now I ask
you, gentle reader, should someone who
holds the public trust be allowed to continue in his position after LYING, trying to
blame “them” and denying it was even him
in the photos? Well he IS a friend of the
Clintons…
As the Department and society grow
more and more PC, the more I feel like John
Spartan.
With an NFL lockout continuing, it’s
hard to pick sides, the millionaire players
or billionaire owners. The only people who
are going to suffer are the fans, but sheep
that they are, the stands will be full if and
when the games begin. In an interesting interview, Baltimore Ravens linebacker Ray
Lewis claims if the lockout continues the
crime rate will increase. Has this guy been
in too many scrimmages without his helmet on?
Reports from Syria indicate troops loyal
to the Government fired on protesters, killing several including children. Who brings
kids to a riot?
I heard a radio call for a six year old
“out of control”. Who can’t handle a six
year old, I’m no tough guy, but I bet that
could be a win. I’ve got one word of advice
“spanking”!
Lawrence Mayor Willie Lantigua (D)isgraceful is again in hot water (at our expense) after it was found his gal pal (on the
city payroll for over 40K a year was receiving fuel assistance. Add to his woes along
with filing false reports, associating with
felons, not paying child support, cronyism,
(continued on page C5)
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Running up that hill
By James F. Lydon, Jr., Boston Police Academy
ightning flashed in the skies north of Milton as a severe – and very large – storm
front rolled through the Greater Boston area. Temperatures dropped noticeably and
the winds picked up, making the familiar, blue guidon whip and snap. None of that
mattered to Recruit Class #49-10, however. Stoically, they stretched and warmed up,
their necks craned to look into the trees and at the rocks that rose before them. On the
morning of June 1, 2011, #49-10 was going to run up into the Blue Hills Reservation, no
matter what.
It was near the end of their official academy training. A mere sixteen days stood
between the class and their graduation. A little over two weeks of training left in the
twenty-six week program that, at times, seemed like a mountain to them. With many
challenges waiting for them, before and after graduation, the members of Recruit Class
#49-10 were ready to take on all comers. As a class, they knew their greatest moment
was still yet to come; the moment when they would have their Boston Police Department badges pinned to their blues. As the skies continued to darken to the north, Superintendent Paul Joyce took his place at the front of the formation. The superintendent was
ready to lead the recruits as he took them on his Superintendent’s Run, a fledgling
exercise that allows him to bond with recruit classes who are on the cusp of graduating.
Recruit Class #48-08 first experienced the challenging run back in 2009. It was #4910’s turn.
Recruit classes always remember their physical training, especially the runs, but the
run up to the top of the Great Blue Hill was something that will live for a long time to
come in the memories of recruit classes who partook in the exercise. We all remember
Fairmount Hill, some of us more than others, but when the tale of the tape is told,
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Fairmount is the mole hill. Instead of paved blacktop streets filled with cars, the recruits
had to run up dirt paths, climb over rocks and logs, navigate down steep embankments,
and trudge up even steeper hills. Drizzle from the storm sprayed them with a cooling
relief, but it also made some of the climbing more difficult. For over ninety minutes, the
recruits fought the hills, pushing their bodies to take them, step by step, to their goal.
When it was all over, the class finished the morning with some more familiar exercises
at the bottom of the hill, exercises like the pushup. It was grueling and tough and physically
exhausting, but everyone made it up and back down again. Some of them even had smiles
on their faces.
Recruit Officer Merica Guillaume was quoted as saying, “I did it. It was tough, but
I did it. We all did.”
When he was told that the storm had passed by, just grazing the area with a light
rain, Police Officer John Ezekiel, a staff instructor with the Physical Training Program, summed up what was on the minds of everybody present. “I think it’s a good sign
that the dark clouds have passed us by,” he said, philosophically. Although there are
many dark clouds in the future for Recruit Class #49-10, as there are for any police
officer, anywhere, at least that morning #49-10 grew closer together and became bonded
through their challenge.
On June 6, 2011, Recruit Class #50-11 began their six month journey at the Boston
Police Academy. By the time they are ready for their Superintendent’s Run, it will be
late November. I hope they will be ready, because thunderstorms might be the least of their
worries. They might have snow packed ground and ice-crusted rocks to contend with.
Welcome to the Boston Police Academy, Recruit Class #50-11 – we hope you thrive
in the experience!

If you don’t expect too much, you’ll seldom be disappointed…
(continued from page C3)

and refusing to provide an address. Someone call the DNC, I think he could be
Weiner’s replacement!
Did you know that about 36% of Congressmen are lawyers? Did you also know
the Spanish word for lawyer is “Fiscal”?
And they still can’t figure out a budget.
I saw a sign at a city facility that cautioned against drinking the tap water near
the sinks but not the water bubblers. I’m no
plumber but I think it’s the same pipe…
You know you’re working too much when
you call the scumbags by name and refer to
your kids as “hey you”!
The US Food Pyramid has been replaced
by a new “Food Plate” to help inform the
public of better choices in order to curb
obesity. Now if we could only get them to
stop licking the plate clean, we’ll be on to
something.
Is it just me or does anyone else notice
this healthcare mess, GIC, and the like are
all being implemented to make us BEG for
Obamacare?
What is it with Trinity United Church?
That Rev. Wright really attracts a curious
crowd. Obama goes there for years and
claims he wasn’t influenced by the Rev’s
racist, anti-American ranting, and then he
and Mich invite rapper Common (who they
met at TUC) to the White House for a poetry reading. Common’s body of work includes raps urging the murder of Police
Officers; did I mention his invite coincided

with Police Memorial Week in DC? To
quote Obama: “Just plain stupid”!
It’s probably a bad idea for guys to wear
button fly jeans when going out for a night
of drinking!
The Mayor wants to ban sugary drinks
in all City-owned facilities, in an attempt to
cut down on obesity. If this is implemented,
drug dealers in school zones will be offering coke and Coke.
As a City Resident (by choice!) I am surprised to learn that 52% of all real estate in
the city is owned by Non-Profits (therefore
tax exempt). That means that 48% of the
residents are paying for everything wait a
sec, that’s almost the same as society in
general…I guess I’m not that shocked.
Have you ever noticed that wiry pro athletes are often injured more than their “full
figured” team mates? I think it’s because
you can pull muscles but you can’t pull fat…
I have been finding it hard to stir up sympathy of late for well-heeled urban pioneers
complaining about noise in the Hub. I will
grant that if 20 guys on rice rockets pull up
and leave together it does warrant attention, but most city noise is transient. It comes
and goes in a matter of seconds. Back Bay
residents bitch about trucks and motorcycles, Yuppie Townies whine about our
National Anthem and accompanying cannon salute, and last but not least, Beacon
Hill snobs are in a tizzy over…MED
FLIGHT HELICOPTERS! That’s right,

Attention
To all members of the Boston Police Relief Association
Active Duty or Retired
If you need to change your beneficiary or you are not sure of
who your beneficiary is you can contact the relief office at
617-364-9565. If you leave a message your call will be returned
and if necessary the paperwork will be sent out to you.
Thank you,
William F. Carroll, Clerk, Boston Police Relief Association
www.bppa.org

Med Flights, those pesky airborne ambulances rushing grievously injured men,
women and children to Mass General have
come under fire from the Beacon Hill Civic
Association, who want them to fly in and
out over the Charles so they can enjoy pate’
on their roof decks without the WHUP
WHUP WHUP of rotors passing overhead.
Hey, Chauncey if you wanted peace and
quiet, maybe you should have bought a
house in Sherborn!
We all do details, and are visited by the
CIU. These guys are sub-contractors hired
by Public Works to ensure job specs are
being maintained. They are not City employees, but are issued an Official City Parking Permit which allows them to park just
about anywhere they are working-and get
this-if they get a ticket, all they do is swing
by City Hall with their permit and job list
and the ticket is dismissed! Has anyone
reading this ever appealed a ticket served
on your POV while doing a detail and been
given the same consideration?
More intel from Osama reveals plans to
blow up a train or a bus on US soil. After
reading the rants in METRO about the T,
I’m sure Al-Qaeda could find some sympathizers! The only trouble could be battery
life vs. wait time for late trains. Can you
say; “Saturday Schedule”?
Dems are once again pushing the
“Dream Act” for the children. I’ll give them
credit, they start off with small bites until
the whole is devoured-like piranhas! Libs
say it’s not fair for kids who were born here
to Illegals or brought across as minors to
suffer discrimination (a/k/a Border Enforcement) for an act they had no complicity in.
It would give them a path to citizenship if
they served in the military (already in place)
or enrolled in college. If this goes through,
it is only a short step before the Libs say
it’s not fair to break up families and push
for the parents (aunts, uncles cousins, goats

and chickens too!) to stay here.
A tornado watch was issued for Boston.
Shopkeepers were advised to secure or remove all items on the sidewalk, people were
told to stay indoors, and monitor local media for warnings. The only idiots told to stay
out in this crap? You guessed it, cops doing
traffic for a day Red Sox game. I wore my
striped socks in case a house fell on me!
With Summer here, and vacations cutting into man power needs, ordering is the
norm. Although HQ always tells you to
spend more time with your family, an opportunity provided during Summer School
Vacation, you almost HAVE to do a detail
every day to avoid getting ordered for a
morning watch.
With gas prices hovering around $4 a
gallon, the lame stream media hasn’t taken
Obama to task. They were all over Bush
when gas hit $3! Instead they make ridiculous claims that high gas prices save lives
because traffic fatalities are down due to
less driving. Unbelievable, but true!
I guess I know what happened to the
people who can’t install their own car seats.
Opponents of the “Right to Repair” bill
being considered on Beacon Hill claim if
your local mechanic gets access to
manufacturer’s codes it will lead to a rash
of stolen cars. Can anyone be that stupid?
And finally, in my homage to Oprah, may
I suggest some light Summer Reading: anything by Tim Dorsey; his bi-polar serial
killer Serge Storm and stoner sidekick
Coleman’s antics will have you laughing
until your sunburn hurts, and “Heaven is
Real” by Colin Burpo, is a good thought
provoking but not too heavy read.
Have a safe, fun-filled summer! We’ll
catch up in the fall, unless the Judgment Day
crowd is right about the October “end of
days”. Hope you don’t get ordered too
much, and GO BRUINS! One parade I’ve
waited forty years for.
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WHO WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE?
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And Governor Patrick says he’s saving taxpayer money?
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MetLife Home Loans

MORTGAGES
Specializing in home loans for Police Officers

Home financing for Boston’s finest
MetLife Home Loans mortgage professional Rusty O’Dowd
has handled hundreds of home loans for police officers
throughout Massachusetts.
For home purchases, refinancing and more, including a free
mortgage analysis and references from other police officers
… contact Rusty today!

Rusty O’Dowd
Office: 781-647-2026
Cell: 617-285-2691
(phone answered seven days a week)
Fax: 781-647-4610
E-mail: rodowd@metlife.com

For the if in life.®

All loans subject to approval. Certain restrictions may apply. Mortgage financing provided by MetLife Home Loans, a division of MetLife Bank, N.A. Equal Housing Lender. ©2008 METLIFE, INC. L0209020325[exp0210][All States][DC]

www.bppa.org
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Act now to stop “La Raza” from getting YOUR taxpayer dollars

T

ens of millions of Americans filed their
taxes this week. But few of them are
aware that MILLIONS of their tax dollars
fund the activities and agenda of a radical,
racially-divisive organization that uses those
funds against their values.
The National Council of La Raza - literally “The Race” - opposes commonsense
immigration enforcement against illegal
aliens, or even to secure the borders. They
oppose efforts to stop illegal aliens from
voting, or receiving driver’s licenses, or
welfare. Even though more than 75% of
Americans disagree with La Raza on those
issues, those same taxpayers FUND La
Raza’s activities - more than $5 million
alone in the last year they filed a tax return.
But perhaps the most disturbing activities La Raza engages in is to support racially-divisive charter schools in nearly half
the states of our nation. These schools utilize so-called “La Raza Studies”, which
teach the almost exclusively Hispanic students that American laws and culture are
racist, and that the American Southwest was
STOLEN from Mexico, and must one day
be “reconquered” by Hispanics.
THIS MUST END. Defund La Raza is
launching a major advertising and social
media effort to expose La Raza to the vast
majority of Americans who do not know
their own taxes fund this radical group
against their own interests and values.
Please help us run our national ad to
spread the word about the outrage of TAXPAYER-FUNDED “La Raza” movement
poisoning the minds of students <https://
www.icontribute.us/avfund/initiative/
laraza>

panics as the Ku Klux Klan is to blacks.”
He was referring to U.S. English, the
nation’s oldest, largest citizens’ action group
dedicated to preserving the unifying role of
the English language in the United States.

Advised
Mexican
Government
on Lobbying
Congress
to Pass Amnesty

“We don’t want to
drink from a White
water fountain”

“Viva La Raza!”

But perhaps the most insidious activities subsidized by your tax dollars fund are

These schools that teach racial separation and anti-American propaganda are supported by YOUR TAX DOLLARS via
grants to La Raza. The curriculum engenders racial division, demeans America’s civil

the militant ethnic nationalist charter
schools (at least $8 million in federal education grants). The schools include Aztlan
Academy in Tucson, Ariz., the Mexicayotl
Academy in Nogales, Ariz., Academia
Cesar Chavez Charter School in St. Paul,

institutions, undermines public servants, discounted any virtues in western civilization
and teaches disdain for American sovereignty. The United States itself is the enemy
- a racist occupier of “Mexican land”. And
Mexican and racial superiority is encouraged, with often horrific results.

Similarly states, from Arizona to Georgia have been vilified as racist for merely
trying to control the massive numbers of
illegal immigrants undercutting American
workers and increasing
crime and welfare-use
rates. This despite the fact
that large majorities of
Americans support such
measures. La Raza even
advised the Mexican government on how to lobby
for illegal alien amnesty!
Yet - using this Hispanic race-card - “the
Race” more often than not
gets their way. Nowhere
more evident than the millions it receives every year
in government grants. In
just the past three years
alone, La Raza received California high school students chanting “Viva La Raza” and “Viva Mexico” turn American flag upnearly $12 million of Fed- side-down and hang Mexican flag above it during demonstration
eral grants. Of this total
nearly $1 million per year is used for “lob- Minn., and La Academia Semillas del
What We Are Doing
bying”. In other words, YOUR government Pueblo in Los Angeles, whose principal
Despite the distortion of American valpays La Raza to lobby YOUR government said: “We don’t want to drink from a White
Race-Baiting
ues
and opposition to the rule of law by La
to increase its grant money, nearly always water fountain, we have our own wells and
Mainstream Views
Raza,
few Americans know about this outin support of an agenda YOU oppose. Is this our natural reservoirs and our way of colThere are many immigrant groups joined what you support?
rageous
misuse of their tax dollars, because
lecting rain in our aqueducts. We don’t need
in the overall “La Raza” movement. The
the
biased
media refuses to cover it, and
a White water fountain . . . ultimately the
most prominent and
politicians
are too intimidated to oppose
White way, the American way, the neo libmainstream organizathem.
That
is
where Defund La Raza comes
eral, capitalist way of life will eventually
tion is the National
in.
We
are
dedicated
to exposing the “The
lead to our own destruction.”
Council de La Raza —
Race”
to
all
Americans.
We will be releasStudents at Aztlan Academy in Tucson,
the Council of “The
ing
exposé
articles
and
videos,
and are now
AZ learned that California, Arizona, New
<https://
Race”. Most politicians
running
a
national
TV
ad
Mexico and parts of Colorado and Texas
www.icontribute.us/avfund/initiative/
and reporters see La
are really “Aztlan”, the ancient homeland
Raza as no different
of the Aztecs, and still rightfully belong to laraza> to reveal this dangerous organizafrom a “Latino” vertheir descendants, people of indigenous tion to the vast majority of Americans who
sion of the Rotary
Mexican heritage, according to a teacher have no idea that their very own tax dollars
Club. But there is no
who blew the whistle on the previously un- FUND La Raza! We will not stop until La
comparison. La Raza
known curriculum. Students were told that Raza is DEFUNDED by government and
takes in more than $20
few Mexicans took advanced high school corporate entities.
If you support our cause, please help us
million every year. And
courses because their “white teachers”
run
our ad <https://www.icontribute.us/
it abuses its non-profit
didn’t believe they were capable and
avfund/initiative/laraza>.
the more support
status to push a rawanted to prevent them from getting ahead.
we
get
the
more
widely
we
can run the ad
cially-divisive agenda Students at La Raza-supported “Aztlan Academy” were
Please help us run our ad to stop this
that includes opposi- taught of a mythical land called “Aztlan” that was “stolen” dangerous assault on our educational sys- and expose this scandal to the American
from Mexico by the U.S., and must be “reconquered” (“La
tion to nearly ANY en- Reconquista”).
tem. Help DEFUND La Raza now. <https:/ People.
And whether or not you support our ads,
forcement or restric/www.icontribute.us/avfund/initiative/
please
DO join the fight, by going to
tions against illegal aliens - frequently callPlease help us run our ad to cut off this laraza>
DefundLaRaza.com and use our resources.
ing opponents “racists” for not kowtowing bigoted organization’s taxpayer lifeline, and
then contact your U.S. Representative at
to their positions. For example, a former La stop their manipulation of our political pro(202) 224-3121 and tell them to sponsor/
Raza President said: “U.S. English is to His- cess. <https://www.icontribute.us/avfund/
support legislation to defund “The Race”.
initiative/laraza>
Together we can stop this outrage!

www.bppa.org
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Why is it?
By Detective Michael Kane,
District 18
* The White House said that questions and
discussions about Obama’s birth certificate
were “unfortunate distractions”? (Boston
Herald 04-17-11, p. 13). The US Constitution requires the person holding the office
of the president to be an American citizen.
Is the White House now saying that that
the constitution is a “distraction”?
�����
* It comes as no surprise that the City of
Boston paid close to a quarter of a million dollars for signs made for the waterfront? (Boston Herald, 04-27-11, p.
12) Boston finance commission director Matthew Cahill stated, “We have a
sign shop in the city. I’m kind of wondering why we don’t use our own
people”. You and every tax payer in the
city is wondering also Tim.

chairman of the Suffolk Lawyers for Justice writes “The court of public opinion
is not the place to try cases or gripe about
judges”? This is in defense of Judge
Raymond Dougan the judge that Suffolk
County DA Daniel Conley has publically
criticized. I wonder if Salsberg would
write in the same story if it were a police
officer who was being dragged through
the mud on the pages of the Globe?
�����
* I don’t think “Slick Willie” Lantegua,
Mayor of Lawrence will be around much
longer?
�����
* It took a recent vote in the state house to
prevent the welfare frauds from using
their EBT cards to buy booze, lottery
tickets or tobacco? Was this ever the intent of the program?
�����

? ?? ?
?
?
?
?
?
? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ??
? ? ?? ? ? ??
?

�����
* I have a feeling Obama’s poll numbers
are going to go even lower before the
election? He can’t hide the fact he’s done
nothing about the economy, lack of jobs,
and securing and enforcing our borders.
�����
* Barney Frank gets his boyfriend a high
profile job in Washington and his lame
excuse is “everyone does it”? Hey
Barney you sound like a seven year old
kid whining to his parents.
�����
* Suffolk University Law School supports
its students in degrading and inflammatory fliers aimed at the dedicated good
men and women of the Boston police
department? These fliers scream out,
“Have you been abused, brutalized or
mistreated by the Boston Police? Are
these some of the same students who
drink heavily, commit acts of vandalism,
destroy property and then climb light
poles during family parades celebrating
a sports team championship? (Boston
Herald 04-25-11, p. 2).
�����
* Donald Trump deciding not to run for
President is a little disappointing? He
would have shaken things up like no
other candidate could have.
�����
* People are now complaining about the
heat? After the winter we just had?
�����
* In a typical “out of touch” editorial (part
#1) in the Boston Globe (Boston Globe,
04-29-11 p. A11), John Salsberg, the
www.bppa.org

* Anyone would put themselves in danger by trying to take pictures of an approaching tornado? Just to get it on their
Facebook page?
�����
* I never hear anyone say they’re going to
Wyoming for vacation? Or Kentucky?
�����
* In another “out of touch” Boston Globe
editorial (part #2) 04-25-11, denouncing
the recent decision by the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court concerning ordering suspect’s out of a vehicle after

smelling marijuana, the Globe editors
write as though they have been smoking
some of the funny stuff? The first sentence states, “The passage of an ill-considered 2008 state ballot question decriminalizing small amounts of mari-

?

Little Big Horn Trivia:

juana has proved to be disorienting for
the legal system” Are these the same
editorial writers that supported decriminalizing small amounts of marijuana in
2008? Do you clowns even remember
(continued on page C15)

Bill Carroll

What do you know about the
Battle of Little Big Horn?

1. What three Indian tribes were involved
in the Battle of the Little Big Horn?
2. Where is the Little Big Horn situated?
3. Who was the Indian leader of the
Battle of the Little Big Horn?
4. What fort did Lt. Colonel George
Armstrong Custer command at the
time of his death?
5. What was the main reason that the
Great Sioux War which included the
Battle of the Little Big Horn took
place?
(see answers on page C14)

? How many can
Sports Trivia:

Bill Carroll

you get correct?

1. Where is the Irish American Basball Hall of
Fame located?
2. In 1969 what New York Yankee Rookie Outfielder was named “the next Mickey
Mantle”?
3. Who won the 2010 NCAA Division I Baseball Championship?
4. Who is the onlyMajor League Baseball Hall of Famer named the Most Outstanding
Player in a College World Series?
5. What school has won the most Division I College World Series?
6. Nolan Ryan threw seven no-hitters and Sandy Koufax threw four during their big
league careers, can you names the pitchers who have thrown at least three?
7. Who pitched the only two no-hitters in Major League Baseball Interleague Play?
8. What league has produced the most no-hitters, the American or National?
9. Hall of Famer Nolan Ryan threw seven career no-hitters, how many in each league?
10. What Major League pitcher threw two no-hitters in 2010?
(see answers on page C14)
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Why is it?…
(continued from page C13)

*

Compliments
of a Friend

*
*

JPA Management
*

what you write in your second rate paper? Sounds like they need a drug testing policy for the “journalists” on
Morrissey Blvd.
�����
The City of Boston thinks it’s a good idea
to make more room for bike riders by
eliminating a lane for vehicles? How do
such a small number of people force their
“pro bike’outlook on everyone else? What’s
next a lane for all the skateboard riders? Or
how about a fast lane for all the Segways
coming in from Cambridge?
�����
Swamp People is a TV show?
�����
The White House bans the Boston Herald from their press conferences? I
thought Obama was an open and transparent president who encouraged different views? Guess not.
�����
The hard working taxpayers are now going to be forced (thanks to a Massachusetts court ruling) to pay for a sex change
operation for a convicted felon? Yet public libraries have trouble getting funding

for new programs. I don’t get it.
�����
* I think it’s great that Oprah is off the air?
The woman is plain boring.
�����
* Obama invites a “Poet” who encourages
the shooting of police officers and injuring of former President Bush to the
White House? Would he have invited a
poet who encouraged the killing of illegal aliens?
�����
* Good people like Massachusetts State
Police Officer Ellen Engelhardt must
suffer so long? Ellen died after suffering
a serious brain injury. Her cruiser was
struck from behind as she was conducting a traffic stop eight years ago. On behalf of all the members of the Boston
Police department I extend our condolences to her family and to her fellow
officers of the MSP. RIP, you will not be
forgotten. I encourage all police officers
to visit the Officer Down Memorial Page
and leave a reflection for Ellen and other
officers that have been killed in the line
of duty from Massachusetts.

Trivia Answers
Battle of the Little Big Horn

?

(see questions on page C13)

Sometimes even we need a little help from our friends!
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Sports
(see questions on page C13)

1. The Irish American Baseball Hall of Fame which began in 1981 is located in New
York at Foley’s Pub in Manhattan.
2. Bobby Murcer who like Mickey Mantle was from Oklahoma was billed as the next
Mickey Mantle when he replaced him in the outfield in 1969.
3. The South Carolina Gamecocks won the NCAA Division I Baseball Championship.
4. Hall of Famer Dave Winfield played college baseball for the University of Minnesota
and in 1973 he was named the Most Outstanding Player of the College World Series.
5. The University of Southern California has won the most Division I College World
Series with 12.
6. Besides Nolan Ryan and Sandy Koufax two other major league pitchers and fellow
Hall of Famers Cy Young and Bob Feller have thrown three no-hitters.
7. The two no-hitters to be pitched during Major League Baseball Interleague Play were
pitched by Tigers righthander Justin Verlander on June 12, 2007 a 4-0 against the
Brewers and on June 25, 2010 by Diamondbacks righthander Edwin Jackson, a 1-0
win against the Rays.
8. The National League, which was founded 24 years before the American League has
produced 133 no hitters, whiel the American League has produced 116. There have
been two Interleague Play no-hitters.
9. Nolan Ryan, who pitched seven no-hitters during his career pitched six of them while
in the American League.
10. Roy Halliday of the Phillies pitched two no-hitters during the 2010 season, one on 529-10 against the Marlins,and one on 10-6-10 during the playoffs against the Reds.

251 River Street, Mattapan, MA 02126
Office: 617-598-7888 (Mon.-Fri. 9 to 5)
Off-Hours, On-Call Peer Counselor:
617-343-4680

1.

Referral for specialist as needed.

2.

Group or individual help with handling
family and life issues, alcohol, drugs,
anger and domestic issues.

3.

Our program is strictly confidential
and is available to all
police officers and their families.

4.

We are a peer-driven support program
for police officers and their families.

5.

PEER SUPPORT UNIT

The three Indian tribes that were involved in the Battle of the Little Big Horn were the
Lakota Sioux, the Northern Cheyenne, and the Arapaho.
The site of the Battle of the Little Big Horn is in the state of Montana, at the time of
the battle it was known as the Montana Territory.
The Indian leader at the Battle of the Little Big Horn was the Lakota Sioux War Chief
Crazy Horse.
At the time of his death Lt. Colonel George Armstrong Custer was in command of
Fort Abraham Lincoln in the Dakota Territory.
The main reason that the Great Sioux War which included the Battle of the Little Big
Horn began was the discovery of gold in the Black Hills which by treaty with the
United States was Sioux territory, however the treaties were all broken by prospectors, miners, and settlers seeking the gold. The United States did nothing to uphold
the treaties.

THE BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

617-989-BPPA (2772)

A local company bringing global solutions to local challenges
in parking management and transit fare collection

Scheidt & Bachmann USA, Inc.
Burlington, Massachusetts

Proud supporter of the Boston Police Patrolmen's Association

www.bppa.org
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Boston Police
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With Our Compliments
and
Deep Appreciation

UGL Services
Corporate Headquarters
275 Grove Street
Newton, MA 02466

UGL Services
Northeast Region
18 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02108
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